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Abstract
For emergency medical cyber-physical systems, enhancing the safety and effectiveness of patient care,
especially in remote rural areas, is essential. While the doctor to patient ratio in the United States is 30
to 10,000 in large metropolitan areas, it is only 5 to 10,000 in most rural areas; and the highest death
rates are often found in the most rural counties.
Use of telecommunication technologies can enhance effectiveness and safety of emergency ambulance
transport of patients from rural areas to a regional center hospital. It enables remote monitoring of
patients by the physician experts at the tertiary center. There are critical times during transport
when physician experts can provide vital assistance to the ambulance Emergency Medical Technicians
(EMT) to associate best treatments. However, the communication along the roads in rural areas can
range irregularly from 4G to low speed 2G links, including some parts of routes with cellular network
communication breakage. This unreliable and limited communication bandwidth together with the
produced mass of clinical data and the many information exchanges pose a major challenge in real-time
supervision of patients.
In this study, we define the notion of distributed emergency care, and propose a novel adaptive
physiology-aware communication framework which is aware of the patient condition, the underlying
network bandwidth, and the criticality of clinical data in the context of the specific diseases. Using the
concept of distributed medical CPS models, we study the semantics relation of communication Quality
of Service (QoS) with clinical messages, criticality of clinical data, and an ambulance’s undertaken
route all in a disease-aware manner. Our proposed communication framework is aimed to enhance
remote monitoring of acute patients during ambulance transport from a rural hospital to a regional
center hospital. We evaluate the components of our framework through various experimentation phases
including simulation, instrumentation, real-world profiling, and validation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is still a great disparity in medical care and most profoundly for emergency care, where limited
facilities and remote location play a central role. Based on the Wessels Living History Farm report
[118], the doctor to patient ratio in the United States is 30 to 10,000 in large metropolitan areas,
only 5 to 10,000 in most rural areas; and the highest death rates are often found in the most rural
counties. Currently, more than 60 million Americans live in rural areas and face challenges in accessing
high-quality medical care [108].
For emergency medical cyber-physical systems, enhancing the safety and effectiveness of patient care
is essential. Use of telecommunication technologies can enhance effectiveness and safety of emergency
ambulance transport of patients from rural areas to a regional center hospital. It enables remote
monitoring of patients by the physicians at the center hospital and provides vital assistance to the
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) to associate best treatments. However, the communication
along the roads in rural areas can range from 4G to 2G to low speed satellite links, with some parts
suffering from communication breakage. This unreliable and limited communication bandwidth together
with the produced mass of clinical data and the many information exchanges pose a major challenge in
real-time supervision of patients.
To address the many challenges that exist, the main goal of this research is to propose an adap-
tive model-driven communication framework for medical cyber-physical systems which are dynamically
distributed across a rural hospital, a tertiary center hospital, and an ambulance. The objective of
our proposed communication framework is to promote the smoothness and effectiveness of emergency
patient care in distributed emergency care settings. Using the concept of distributed medical CPS
models, we seek to exploit the semantics relation of communication Quality of Service (QoS) with clin-
ical messages, criticality of clinical data, and an ambulance’s undertaken route all in a disease-specific
manner. We evaluate components of our framework through various experimentation phases including
simulation, instrumentation, real-world profiling, and validation with domain experts.
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Figure 1.1: An overview of distributed emergency care from a rural hospital to a center hospital
Figure 1.1 illustrates an architectural overview of a distributed mobile emergency care environment.
The emergency care cyber-physical systems in this environment are naturally distributed among the
three care units, the rural and center hospital as the two static units, and a transporting ambulance
as a mobile unit. The major goal that we are going to achieve throughout this study is to enable
an enhanced and effective remote monitoring process under this distributed medical settings. As also
illustrated in Figure 1.1, such inherently distributed care settings involves with some unique challenges
which include, but are not limited to:
• Difference in expertise, facilities, and physiological cyber-physical systems across a rural hospital,
an ambulance, and a center hospital
• Patient monitoring in ambulances under limited and variable bandwidth, and
• Communication breakage in parts of major routes, especially along rural routes.
In response to these challenges, we therefore seek the following contributions throughout our study:
1. Proposing the notion of distributed physiological best-practice cyber-physical systems and to
model them as communicating medical executable automata. Within this context, we propose a
model-driven message-exchange communication architecture to enable executable models to ex-
change messages with each other, communicate and get synchronized in a safe manner. For the
purpose of synchronization, we implement two distinct software tools: A GUI-driven synchro-
nization, and a model-driven synchronization middleware. We design a physiology-aware com-
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munication protocol that meets the reliability and safety requirements of emergency care with
support of message prioritization. We partially implemented and evaluated our physiology-aware
communication architecture as well as the synchronization systems over multiple medical cases
conducted in collaboration with Carle Foundation Hospital [93, 89, 94, 91]. Chapter 2, 3, and 4
will mainly cover these topics.
2. Design of a bandwidth-compliant criticality-aware system for transmission of clinical data adaptive
to varying bandwidths and patient’s varying physiological states during rural ambulance transport.
Within this context, we study the semantic relation of communication with criticality of clinical
data and disease awareness. Our data communication adaptation techniques aim to transmit more
critical clinical data with higher fidelity in response to changes in both bandwidth and patient
condition [90, 86]. Chapter 5 will mainly cover this topic.
3. Design and development of a mobile multi-carrier geo-communication profiler in collaboration with
Carle’s ambulance service center. We used our profiler to profile geo-communication information
from major US cellular carriers, and collect various traces including bandwidth, GPS data, vehicle
velocity, and others. We used the traces as proof-of-concept to support our experiments [87]. This
topic is covered in Chapter 6.
4. Design of a disease-aware route scheduler integrated into our pathophysiology-aware communi-
cation architecture to assist ambulances pick the best route when continuous communication
coverage is needed for real-time remote monitoring of patients. Within the context of emergency
care, we study the semantic relation of communication with an amnulance undertake route and
disease awareness. Our novel physiology-aware ambulance scheduler seeks trade-offs in transport
duration and communication coverage during rural ambulance transport which aims to minimize
a cost function through approximation of an NP-hard problem [88]. Chapter 7 will cover this
topic.
1.1 Broader Impact
The broader impacts of this study are three fold: a) the work is aimed to improve emergency care for
people in rural areas; b) our adaptive communication framework is supported by real communication
data obtained from profiling of major routes from a rural hospital (i.e. Hoopeston Regional Hospital
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[4]) to a center hospital (i.e. Carle Foundation Hospital [26]); and c) the design methodologies and
technologies behind our physiology-aware communication framework can be applied in many areas
other than medicine where access to communication is limited and adherence to emergency guidelines
is crucial to ensure safety. This can include military or disaster response scenarios in rural areas.
Our work on adaptive physiology-aware communication framework can have a long term impact on
the healthcare system of rural areas with limited facility. As designed, this system will be functional
and applicable in many emergency medical and healthcare environments, from rural trauma accidents
to stroke patients who need emergency ambulance transport to a center hospital. Overall, we believe
our technology package enhances the adherence to best-practice guidelines where expertise and commu-
nication is limited, especially during patient transfer with an ambulance en route from a rural hospital
through arrival at the regional center hospital.
1.2 Intellectual Merit
We believe the study conducted here will make advances in networked cyber-physical system engi-
neering with an integrated, multi-disciplinary, and innovative approach to deliver enhanced emergency
healthcare services in hospital networks covering a large rural environment. These advances span
the state-of-the-art in the intersection of cyber-physical communications and tele-medicine to support
disease-specific emergency care in ambulances where bandwidth is unreliable and limited. The re-
search here will demonstrate the potentials to decrease the mortality rate of acute diseases especially
strokes given its 3-hour window and other difficult cases/emergency situations which require additional
expertise possible only through real-time remote patient supervision over networks.
1.3 Scholastic Output
In addition to meeting its objectives as described above, this research here-to-forth has also resulted in
a number of scholastic outputs, as listed below.
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1.3.1 Publications
Submitted Papers
• M. Hosseini, R. B. Berlin, Jr., and L. Sha, “Towards Physiology-Aware Route Scheduling for
Emergency Rural Ambulance Transport”, IEEE International Conference on Healthcare Infor-
matics (IEEE ICHI’17), submitted, 2017
• M. Hosseini, Y. Jiang, P. Wu, R. B. Berlin, Jr., and L. Sha, “Communication and Synchronization
of Distributed Statechart Models: Design, Development, and Performance Analysis”, ACM/IEEE
20th International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (MODELS
’17), submitted, 2017
• M. Hosseini, R. B. Berlin, Jr., and L. Sha, “Towards Physiology-Aware DASH: Bandwidth-
Compliant Prioritized Clinical Multimedia Communication in Ambulances”, IEEE Transactions
on Multimedia (IEEE TMM), submitted, 2016
Published Papers
• M. Hosseini, et. al., “A Multi-Carrier Mobile Geo-Communication Dataset for Rural Ambulance
Transport”, ACM Multimedia Systems (ACM MMSys’17), 2017
• M. Hosseini, R. B. Berlin, Jr., and L. Sha, “Adaptive Clinical Data Communication for Remote
Monitoring in Rural Ambulance Transport”, ACM/IEEE International Conference on Connected
Health (ACM/IEEE CHASE ’17), Philadelphia, USA, 2017
• M. Hosseini, R. B. Berlin, Jr., and L. Sha, “A Physiology-Aware Communication Architecture for
Distributed Emergency Medical CPS”, ACM International Conference on Cyber-Physical Systems
(ACM ICCPS ’17), 2017
• M. Hosseini, J. Yu, P. Wu, R. Berlin, S. Ren, and L. Sha, “A pathophysiological model-driven
communication for dynamic distributed medical best practice guidance Systems”, Springer Journal
of Medical Systems, 2016
• M. Hosseini, Y. Jiang, P. Wu, R. B. Berlin, Jr., and L. Sha, “Sink: A middleware for synchroniza-
tion of heterogeneous software interfaces”, in Proceedings of the ACM ARM ’15, in conjunction
with ACM Middleware ’15, 2015
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1.3.2 Patents
• “A GUI-dependent software synchronization and verification system”, pending, 2016.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we will discuss our notion of “distributed medical best-
practice CPS”, and present the design of our message-exchange communication architecture for this in-
herently distributed environment. In Chapter 3, we present the design of our model-driven synchroniza-
tion software middleware used for model-to-model communication and synchronization of distributed
medical CPS models. In Chapter 4, we present our GUI-driven synchronization software middleware
used for the purpose of GUI-to-GUI communication and synchronization of heterogeneous software in-
terfaces in distributed medical CPS. In Chapter 5, we devote our discussions to our bandwidth-compliant
adaptation techniques used for the clinical data communication aspects of our communication frame-
work. In Chapter 6, we present our real-world geo-communication dataset, and discuss how we designed
our profiler to collect mobile traces to support various components of our communication framework.
In Chapter 7, we present our ambulance routing techniques and study the semantic relation of com-
munication with ambulance’s transport route and patient’s disease. We finally conclude the thesis in
Chapter 8 with a summary of the work, followed by our future plans in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Distributed Medical Best-Practice
CPS
2.1 Introduction
There is still a great disparity in medical care system support across large geographic regions, most
profoundly for emergency care, where limited facilities and remote location play a central role. Based
on the Wessels Living History Farm report [118], the doctor to patient ratio in the United States is 30 to
10,000 in large metropolitan areas, only 5 to 10,000 in most rural areas; and the highest death rates are
often found in the most rural counties. Currently, more than 60 million Americans live in rural areas
and face challenges in accessing high-quality medical care [108]. For emergency patient care, time to
definitive treatment is critical. However, deciding the most effective care for an acute patient requires
knowledge and experience as well as infrastructure support. Although medical best practice guidelines
are accepted and widely available in hospital handbooks, such guidelines are often lengthy and difficult
to apply clinically. The challenges are exaggerated for doctors in rural areas and emergency medical
technicians (EMT) during patient transport.
In this work, the team developed an advanced cyber-physical-human system technology to transform
emergency care for acute patients in a hospital network covering a large rural area. The technology en-
ables the adherence to best practice guidelines from rural hospitals, during ambulance transfer, through
arrival at the regional center hospital. Although applicable for many life-critical systems, we focus on
many-faceted stroke symptomatology and presentation of illness as a motivating use case, and illustrate
a scenario given a patient in a rural hospital with signs and symptoms of stroke. We codify complex
medical knowledge in the form of simplified executable automata, and use them to propose dynamic
distributed emergency best practice models that can be shared between the rural hospitals on the am-
bulance, and at the regional center hospital. The best practice models are executed in real-time at both
rural and center hospitals, with doctors in the center hospital supervising the rural hospital doctor as
both follow best practice based on patient pathophysiological information that is simultaneously mon-
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itored at both locations and in the ambulance. However, despite the promising nature of adherence to
best practice models, a challenge remains in the rural facility transport example in that the distribution
requires that distributed executable models become synchronized to keep current states of distributed
models consistent with each other.
This complex problem of patient diagnosis and transport from rural to center facility is fraught with
many uncertainties and change in patient condition resulting in a high degree of dynamism. When a
patient is being transferred from rural hospital to ambulance and then to a regional hospital center, the
available diagnoses and treatment options vary greatly. And a critically ill patient’s medical conditions
can change abruptly in addition to changes in the wireless bandwidth during the ambulance transfer.
The distribution of communication needs can adapt over time, and new automata can leave or join
the best practice system in response to variations in physiological and physical conditions, such as
capabilities, patient, or disease models. Such dynamics have yet to be addressed in existing literature
on telemedicine as existing distributed communication mechanisms fall short to support synchronization
requirements due to their static communication semantics. Lack of support for dynamic invocations
introduces fundamental implementation issues, such as handling failures at client and/or server using
request-reply protocols, parameter passing, etc. [144, 54]. That said, existing tele-medicine technologies
such as [56, 127, 153] provide healthcare communication via remote audio/visual monitoring of patients,
with unstructured and static communication semantics. Our work on the contrary, is centered around
the novel concept of distributed medical best-practice systems and the messaging aspect of tele-medicine
introduced with structured communication and a high degree of dynamism, which is distinguished form
the boundaries of existing tele-medicine systems.
To address the challenges, we propose a pathophysiological model-driven message exchange archi-
tecture for dynamic distributed best practice systems with the aim of synchronizing the distributed
pathophysiological models of patients in rural and center hospitals given their timely changes, while
discussing how it can meet the reliability and safety requirements of dynamic distributed emergency
best practice systems. Our proposed communication architecture can be extended to implement the
distributed best practices in emergency first response systems not directly related to medicine, such
as those seen in disaster response scenarios [74]. In summary, the main contributions of this chapter
include the following:
• The description of distributed medical best practice guidance systems and the dynamism in-
troduced by this distribution, as well as the concept of synchronization among the distributed
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executable automata. This new generation of synchronized best practices enhances the overall
treatment time for emergency care.
• Codification of medical best practice knowledge into executable automata. We take signs and
symptoms suggestive of stroke as the motivating use case to conceptualize distributed medical
best practice guidance systems.
• Design of a dynamic message-exchange communication architecture built for synchronization of
distributed safety-critical executable best-practice automata.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, we provide background in-
formation illustrating a stroke emergency care scenario, and cover a wide area of related work about
best-practice systems, executable automata, and communication systems, while discussing how our
work is related to them. In section 2.3 we discuss the notion of distributed medical best practice sys-
tems and the dynamism introduced by the distribution. In section 2.4, we explain our methodology
for the design of a message-exchange communication architecture, including discussion of registration
procedures for architectural components, failure detection, as well as the safety features of the protocol.
Our proof-of-concept simulation is discussed in Section 2.5, while in Section 5.6 we conclude the chapter
and briefly discuss our plan for future work.
2.2 Background and Literature Review
In this chapter, we provide background information and discuss different work related to stroke emer-
gency care scenarios, best-practice systems, executable automata, as well as communication systems.
2.2.1 Real Use-Case: Acute Stroke Patient Emergency Care
We target stroke patient as a use case to investigate and envision how an ideal distributed best prac-
tice system and its communication support may improve the acute patient care in remote and rural
areas. Stroke is the third leading cause of death and the first leading cause of disability in the United
States [149]. In addition, stroke patients are often elderly (in fact, 65% to 72% stroke patients are
over age 65 [47]) who may have other illness, such as heart diseases and diabetes. Furthermore, some
effective stroke treatment medications have strict implementation guidelines. These factors not only call
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Figure 2.1: Emergency stroke patients care from a rural rural to a center hospital
for new research to provide more effective acute stroke patient care, but also make it more challenging
to provide computer and communication technology support for stroke patient care.
Figure 2.1 shows the workflow for emergency care of stroke patients from a rural hospital to a center
hospital. Consider a 70 year old male patient arrives at a rural hospital. It is determined that the patient
has the sudden onset of stroke. Computerized Tomography (CT) scan is completed and the images are
sent to the stroke team at the center hospital for further immediate interpretation. His primary vital
signs, measurements and indexes, such as blood pressure, heart rate, and blood oxygenation (SpO2),
etc., are promptly collected immediately. With the assistance from the regional center hospital via
real-time monitoring (we collaborate with Carle Foundation Hospital as the center hospital [26]), the
physicians and nurses in the rural hospital determine the patient’s state and the types of the stroke.
If it is determined that the patient has a hemorrhagic stroke1 (and not an ischemic stroke), he will
be sent to the center hospital immediately because of the specials and specialized treatments that will
be required. In the ambulance, supportive measures begin and the center hospital is notified and will be
prepared for the patient. If the patient has ischemic stroke2 (much more common than a hemorrhagic
stroke) and is in a stable state, standard actions such as tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) will be
considered and administration begun; the patient will be sent to the center hospital with existing
standard transfer approach through ambulance. Unfortunately, most patients with ischemic stroke are
1Hemorrhagic stroke occurs when a blood vessel bursts inside the brain, which damages the nearby brain tissue.
2Ischemic stroke occurs when a blood clot blocks an artery headed to the brain.
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often in an unstable state, that is, vital signs are seriously out of range and must be treated actively.
In this case of a patient with an ischemic stroke but unstable vital signs, the patient is placed on the
ambulance accompanied with a stroke bag carrying needed equipment, blood products and treatments
to manage care during transport and reduce the patient’s risk of further deterioration.
tPA is a common treatment for blood clot which occludes an artery supplying blood to the brain
and thus such clotting may be a common cause of ischemic stroke. A significant risk of the use of
tPA to dissolve an occluding blood clot that has caused a stroke the complication of brain hemorrhage.
The TEG3 will be used to measure blood coagulation capability; the results will be sent to the center
hospital to help guide the correct approach toward abnormalities in the stroke patient’s blood clotting
mechanism (many commonly taken medication have profound effects on blood clotting). In coordination
with the expert consults at the central receiving hospital, the TEG results may also be used to address
the infusion of tPA itself. In addition, patient’s neurological symptoms such as speech difficulty, facial
droop, weakness in hands and vital signs such as the blood pressure, heart rate, SpO2, blood glucose
level, and blood coagulation index will be monitored in real-time in the center hospital, at the rural
hospital and the ambulance during transport. If any of the vital signs are out of range, the stroke team
in the center hospital will work with rural physicians and the ambulance staff to manage treatment
orders and the additional requirements that arise from a changing patient state.
For example, when the patient’s blood pressure exceeds the safe threshold 180, the stroke team of the
center hospital may suggest injecting the IV infusion of a medication such as nicardipine or nitroprusside
to control the blood pressure. If the nicardipine or nitroprusside infusion does not control the elevated
blood pressure or there are signs of further patient neurologic deterioration, the physician of the center
hospital may change treatment accordingly. A blood glucose level that cannot be controlled within
acceptable clinical range may be another measurement value which requires close coordination among
the rural physician, the ambulance staff and the expert physicians at the central facility. Clearly, to
minimize the patient’s risks during transport, real-time supervision and monitoring of the stroke team
in the ambulance is crucial, because the majority of stroke patients are elderly with various chronic
diseases characterized by many complicating features. Even if such elderly patients are initially in a
stable state, they may become unstable under the stress of stroke. Overall, the support of physicians’
communication and real-time monitoring of patient and disease states is an important motivation in
driving this research.
3Thromboelastography (TEG) is a method of testing the efficiency of blood coagulation, which helps with timing tPA
and clot dissolving therapy.
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The design of our distributed best-practice system takes into consideration the different components
that may impact the emergency care, and incurs real-time communication across rural hospitals, patient
transport service, and center hospitals. The key components include (1) patient disease model, (2)
facility models of rural hospitals, ambulances, and center hospitals, (3) patient conditions, and (4)
any environment conditions such as road and traffic, weather, and communication coverage conditions.
Overall, an effective emergency patient care involves an efficient, reliable, and safe communication and
synchronization among all these models.
2.2.2 Medical Best Practices for Emergency Care
Medical best practice for emergency care have been created for patients in major hospitals [49, 131, 125].
For instance, the University of Texas’ MD Anderson Cancer Center has developed clinical management
algorithms [49] that depict best practices for diagnosis, evaluation, and treatment of specific diseases
including acute ischemic stroke targeting adult patients. While their contribution provides a high level
algorithmic workflow using a multi-disciplinary approach, there are still several issues: a) their practice
algorithms are specifically developed for MD Anderson Cancer Center and take into account circum-
stances particular to MD Anderson, including MD Anderson’s specific patient population, their available
services and structures, and its clinical information, b) the management algorithms are specially focused
on those conditions that may arise during the course of cancer treatment, and c) their management
algorithms lack enough details to handle patients who do not meet their necessary pre-requirements.
For stroke care for example, Go¨rlitz et al studied the feasibility of a stroke manager service concept
using a combined medical service and software engineering approach, and developed workflow and IT
architecture for improved post-stroke management [64]. Hofmann et al described concepts used for
process optimization in stroke care and evaluated industrial methods to provide quality improvement
in stroke management [84]. Panzarasa and Stefanelli likewise designed an evidence-based workflow
management system as components of a knowledge management infrastructure by efficiently exploiting
the available knowledge resources, aiming to increase the performance of higher quality of health-care
delivery [123]. While the proposed concepts in these studies consider requirements for enhanced stroke
management, they were mainly positioned around health service networks, workflow, and knowledge
management at individual health-care organizations. Many fundamental system and pathophysiological
issues such as absence of stroke-specific expertise and high-end diagnosis and treatment equipment in
rural areas, as well as problems associated with communication, distribution, and coordination among
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Figure 2.2: Stroke care manager abstract
distributed best practices conditions still remain unaddressed.
From the current practices, most notably, there is a need to develop novel executable, distributed,
and dynamic workflow automata that (1) adheres to best practices in acute patient care management,
(2) ensures effectiveness and safety from both systematical and pathophysiological perspectives, and
(3) enables efficient distribution of acute patient care across the rural area hospital, ambulance, and
the center hospitals, given the many uncertainties and condition changes that exist. Unfortunately, the
need has been neglected heretofore. It is worth pointing out that as a contribution to computer science
and communications technology, we do not attempt to discover new medical knowledge. Rather, we
focus on developing guidance system based on the accepted best practice medical system guidelines.
The guidelines are high level instructions that are based on the pathophysiological models of patient’s
organ conditions. The complex interactions between organs in specific, provides the basis to codify
disease dynamics in the form of interactive executable automata.
2.2.3 Executable Best Practice Automata
From a medical perspective, physicians are taught organ system function as part of the representation
of disease process. They look for patterns of pathophysiological changes (the change in physiological
measurements as a result of disease) within an organ system to understand organ state [67, 65]. This
organ-centric view of pathophysiological expression also matches medical treatment, which is captured
by best practice medical workflows. Therefore, the engine of our best practice systems is an executable
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best practice workflow model, and system automata such as disease or organ system automata. By
codifying medical knowledge into executable formal best practice system automata, the codification
can be checked by expert physicians via the execution of these models using scenario-driven simulation.
In our previous work, we have proposed a Situation Awareness and Workflow Management (SAWM)
system, and built best practice workflow and organ automata for cardiac arrest resuscitation [93], with
the states in each organ automaton, such as cardiac automaton, representing different organ states.
The changes in the relevant physiological measurements and lab values which result in satisfaction of
the condition for a new organ state causes state transitions. In summary, SAWM system transforms
passive text guidelines into a set of executable automata and helps physicians keep track of the states
of automata. Based on the diagnosis from physicians, SAWM system provides step-by-step guidance in
coherent with the workflows.
As a part of contributions in this chapter, taking stroke as the motivating use-case, we codify
medical knowledge into a simplified version of executable best practice workflow, and use that to
develop a message-exchange architecture that can be used for communication and coordination among
distributed best practice automata.
2.2.4 Analogy: Space Communication Systems
Our medical best practice guidance system has an analogy with space communication systems, where a
spacecraft communicates with the ground support system. In spacecraft control and fault recovery, a big
brother copy is based on the ground station, which is fed with most recent information from spacecraft
little brother to support the mission operation. The spacecraft does not need to run diagnostics,
and therefore sends the information, called telemetry data, back to the ground system. Telemetry
information is the data about the spacecraft needed to assess how well the spacecraft and the space
mission operation are doing. Spacecraft attitude, power system measurements such as voltages of
electronic systems on the spacecraft, the on/off status of all commandable equipment and heaters, as
well as temperatures of components are examples of such data. For example, temperatures of key
components are monitored on the ground station to make sure they do not overheat and malfunction.
Should there be sudden rise of temperature, engineers on the ground station may decide to decrease
utilization of the component, or other relevant systems. Loss of any major component on a spacecraft
can affect all other components on a spacecraft and therefore, cause the mission to fail. The ground
center copy is an exact model of the spacecraft, plus additional instrumentation that cannot be put into
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the spacecraft due to resource limitations, which in overall is considered a rich, extensive, and locally
controlled model of spacecraft [137, 43, 105].
Similar to space communication systems, for the medical best-practice guidance systems, a big
brother model exists at regional center hospital which receives information from the little brother
model located at rural hospital. The distributed best practice system is executed in real-time at both
rural and center hospitals, with doctors in the center hospital supervising a rural hospital doctor to
follow the best practices modeled by our guidance system. Figure 2.2 shows an abstract overview of the
care management process for stroke. Clinical information such as vital signs, neurological symptoms,
and updates of disease states are monitored by doctors in the center hospital, potential consistencies
are detected, and new patient state is then updated and confirmed. Next, appropriate best practice
suggestions, corresponding warning messages, and necessary sets of alerts along with other invaluable
information are generated, which are then being sent back to the rural hospital.
Current space communication systems such as NASA’s Deep Space Network [82] involve protocols
residing on all OSI layers, with some orthogonal aspects such as capabilities and security relying on
services implemented at lower layers of the stack. However, unlike space communication systems,
our design needs to be compliant with existing TCP/IP infrastructure. Furthermore, the problem
is made more challenging by the fact that uncertainty of resources and patient heterogeneity as well
as uncertainty resulting from human-in-loop nature of medical reasoning and evidence-based patient-
centered care induces a high degree of dynamism to the emergency care communication system [76],
therefore requiring novel design considerations.
2.3 Distributed Medical Best Practice Systems
The executable workflow automata as described in previous section focus on adherence to the best
medical practice guidelines. They are based on various models, such as disease models, patient condition
models, and models of facilities capabilities. To virtually extend a regional center hospital to its rural
boundaries, the automata designed for different models have to be integrated together to form smooth
and seamless care from rural to center hospitals. In addition, the distributed automata takes into
consideration the physical environment between rural and center hospitals, such as communication
coverage, weather, road, and traffic conditions as patient transport can be significantly impacted by
the environment. What further exacerbates the distributed workflow challenge is the dynamic nature
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Figure 2.3: Workflow adaption in a dynamic distribution
of distribution as system components such as physical environment and patient condition can change
rapidly. Both physical environment change and patient condition change can cause the workflow to
be re-distributed or even a different automata to be introduced to the system and get activated. In
stroke for instance, the scenario where a patient whose blood pressure increases above 180 after tPA
treatment is begun will activate a new disease automata based on blood pressure control and change
the automata of patient transport en route from one with best communication coverage for monitoring
and consultation purposes to one that emphasizes fast transport of a patient whose conditions may
require tPA to be discontinued pending blood pressure control or other complications. The transition
at the center hospital procedure would be different as well if the patient situation is changed from
initial ischemic stroke to hemorrhage stroke and should be able to continue implementing best practice
accordingly and seamlessly.
The design of such distributed best practice system takes the responsibility and capability of rural
and center hospitals and transport vehicles into consideration, and provides different levels of abstrac-
tions accordingly. In addition, as the initial diagnosis and performed treatments are automatically
recorded, the best-practice system can continue the workflow automata after a patient is transferred to
a center hospital, and help physicians and nurses at the center hospital seamlessly resume the patient
treatment.
As what needs to be done and at what location are impacted by patient disease and patient current
progress, capabilities of rural, ambulance, and center hospitals, and physical environment (e.g. com-
munication coverage, weather, road, and traffic condition), the automata is first distributed based on
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(a) Rural Hospitals
(b) Center Hospitals
Figure 2.4: An instance of simplified distributed stroke automata
static information, such as disease model and individual rural and center hospital capabilities, and then
iterative and timely adaptation is made based on any changes in patient or physical conditions which
overall forms a dynamic distribution. Figure 2.3 depicts the iterative procedure in forming a dynamic
distributed acute patient care.
Taking stroke as our use case, Figure 2.4 shows two greatly simplified stroke automata that are
executed at a rural hospital (Figure 2.4(a)) and at a supervising regional center hospital (Figure 2.4(b)).
The figures represent an instance of a possible distribution since as mentioned before, variances in
capabilities, expertise, and physical environment can cause dynamism in the sense of different cut-offs
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and different levels of abstraction for distributed executable workflow automata. The executable stroke
automata in center hospitals as seen in Figure 2.4(b) provide a rich, extended level of complications
compared to the thin counterpart automata in rural hospitals as represented in Figure 2.4(a). Many
actions that can not be performed in rural hospitals due to lack of capabilities, such as supporting
therapy using Aspirin, can only be performed in center hospitals as shown in Figure 2.4(b). However, it
is always possible that thin models at rural hospitals have exclusive private states not common with the
ones at center hospitals. Without loss of generality, we hereby assume that the simplified models at rural
hospitals are a proper subset of the rich models at center hospitals. Overall, having the best practice
models displayed in real-time at distributed locations, with doctors at center hospitals supervising a
rural hospital by sending best-practice commands, will make the assistance much easier.
A major challenge however, is that the development of a communication system among these dy-
namically distributed medical best-practice systems asks for a pathophysiological model-driven message-
exchange architecture with a set of performance-wise requirements that we uncovered during our case
study. The message-exchange communication architecture shall: a) be efficient in the sense that it must
meet the dynamic and real-time requirements of distributed emergency care, with best practice medical
system components joining and leaving the system, b) scale to large numbers of messages and commu-
nicating automata, c) support priority in the communication protocol representing urgency of medical
messages, d) be reliable in the sense that it must detect failure and monitor health of the architectural
components due to the life-critical nature of medical best practice systems, and e) be safe in the sense
that it avoids medical hazards in case communication fails. In the following, we will propose and discuss
our pathophysiological model-driven message-exchange architecture.
2.4 Message Exchange Architecture
Distributed best-practice models communicate by passing large number of various types of messages.
A resulting key challenge therefore is how to efficiently synchronize the distributed executable best-
practice automata from rural hospitals or the ambulance with the ones in the regional center hospitals.
We borrow concepts employed in space communication systems such as [82], [9] and [12] to design a
novel model-driven message-exchange communication architecture for dynamic distributed best practice
automata, and apply significant addons and adjustments to meet our pathophysiological requirements
and address the challenges discussed in Section 2.2.4.
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Figure 2.5: Visual overview of the proposed message exchange architecture
The main design goal of our message exchange communication architecture is to allow a dynamic
model-driven message-oriented communication with reliability and safety requirements among various
distributed best practice automata. These automata can simply represent any distinct workflow, such
as disease automata, patient automata, or any other executable automata that may all reside in a
single system or single location, or may inter-operate in a distributed system as seen in our distributed
medical best practice system. Multiple instances of the same automata can operate concurrently in
the same message space environment; they are distinguished by different hierarchical and layered UIDs
with different authorities concerning their configuration and operation. Figure 2.5 shows an overview
of the components of our proposed message exchange communication architecture.
In our proposed architecture, the best-practice automata are managed by a registration server
or registrar, that controls automata, monitors their status, transfers and receives configuration data.
Every single automaton can only begin operation by announcing itself to a registrar. It learns the
configuration information of its registrar such as its location or UID by querying a configuration server,
which is responsible for monitoring and tracking the health of all registrars in any given location.
We employ the notion of an entity, each consisting of multiple automata, registrars, and a config-
uration server that use message passing for the purposes of communication among themselves. Entity
can represent executable models couples together at a specific location, such as rural or center hos-
pitals, or an ambulance. While our communication architecture enables an entity to provide internal
message-oriented communication, it can also communicate with an external entity remotely, through
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Remote Message Exchange (RME) gateways that we will describe in Section 2.4.4. All message data
are encrypted with the AES 128-bit symmetric cipher in electronic codebook (ECB) mode. To tackle
complications made by single point of failure, a single entity can include multiple redundant configura-
tion servers through a hierarchical ranking system. However, only a single, highest-ranked configuration
server instance will operate at any given time.
An entity can be organizationally subdivided into units, or grouped automata, which are a group
of role-related automata that overall make a consistent model. For example, an entity may consist of
multiple automata such as executable disease automata, patient automata, or communication coverage
automata. Each of these automata represents a single unit, which is categorized by the role it is desig-
nated to perform in the overall best practice system. Given this hierarchy, a unit is then consisted of
a registrar and its associated automata. The subset of a units are automatons of that unit. For exam-
ple, disease automata may include multiple organ automatons. In our previous work [93], we modeled
cardiac arrest resuscitation disease as a combination of three organ automata, i.e. cardiac automaton,
pulmonary automaton, and kidney automaton. Employment of such hierarchical sub-component-based
architecture foster construction of delimited identifiers that helps an exchanged message to be uniquely
transmitted among entities, and get directed to the targeted automaton. The design of our hierarchi-
cal message exchange communication architecture is independent of underlying transport and network
protocols, and can therefore operate virtually on top of any communication methods, including existing
TCP/IP infrastructure as well as the emerging Named-Data Networks (NDN). Our architecture can
best facilitate delivery of messages between hierarchical sets of entities using a layered content descriptor
naming design as promoted by NDN [52, 53, 109]. Our communication architecture also supports dif-
ferent message-oriented patterns such as send-receive, request-response, push-pull, publish-subscribe, is
compliant with both synchronous and asynchronous communication, and can employ any combinations
of these patterns to meet various application-specific requirements.
Due to the asynchronous nature of proposed message exchange communication architecture, a mes-
sage does not incur a busy-wait suspension on an issuing automaton until a reply message is returned.
That enables a high degree of concurrency in the overall performance. However, some key message
exchanges naturally occur synchronously. For instance, as we will describe later a newly registering and
initializing automaton must remain on busy waiting for responses form the configuration server and
the registrar before running. In the future, we plan to apply the Physically-Asynchronous Logically-
Synchronous (PALS) [32] pattern that we have developed to our proposed communication architecture,
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Figure 2.6: Registrar initialization and registration process
and investigate the trade-offs between the formal verification time and performance.
In the followings, we describe an overview of configuration and registration process for major compo-
nents, associated messages as well as general flow of messages, and introduce methods to detect failure
and to enhance safety and reliability of the whole communication system.
2.4.1 Initialization and Registration Process
Registrar Initialization and Registration
As mentioned previously, registrar is the main communication component in each unit that propagates
information, monitors status, and acts as a registration server for every registered unit of multiple
automata. Figure 2.6 shows registrar’s initialization and registration process. At the beginning, each
registrar is initialized by locating the configuration server and sends a “announce-registrar” configura-
tion message to the configuration server. It is the responsibility of the configuration server to validate
and verify the “announce-registrar” messages, so to make sure that the registrar belongs to a valid unit,
and that the corresponding unit is not already initialized (given that no registrar is already active for
that unit). The configuration server will then reply to the received message accordingly. Given that the
validation and verification process is successful or not, two types of messages can be generated. If the
validation process is failed, the configuration server generates a “rejection” message, and sends it back
to the registrar. In case the validation process was successful, a “registrar-noted” message is generated
which is sent back to the registrar. Upon a successful validation once the “registrar-noted” message
is transmitted, configuration server will then generate a “unit-spec” message representing the updated
status of the corresponding registered registrar, and sends it to all other registrars in the entity. In case
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Figure 2.7: Automaton registration process
the initialized registrar is the first and the only registered registrar, and there is no other active regis-
trar, a single “unit-spec” message will be generated that will be returned to the corresponding registrar,
with the message containing a unit ID set as the unique ID of registrar’s unit number. Otherwise, one
“unit-spec” message is generated and sent back to every other registrar in other units. From this point
on, heartbeat messages are being exchanged between the registered unit and the configuration server
periodically to detect possible failures and monitor unit’s availability.
Automaton Registration
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the distributed nature of medical best practice systems is associated with
a high degree of dynamism due to the many uncertainties and condition changes that exist. Given the
timely changes in pathophysiological and physical conditions, the automata distribution cutoffs adapt
over time, with new automata joining or leaving the system in response to variations in capabilities,
patient, or disease models. For example, availability of portable CT scan ambulances [120] can change
the distribution of best practice automata, and introduce new entities with sets of units and automata
which overall helps reduce the overall treatment time for stroke patients. Drug complications and
side effects or development of side diseases are other examples. For instance, patients treated with
antiplatelet agents such as aspirin therapy have a high prevalence of side effects, such as stomach pain,
heartburn, or nausea [2]. Development of any side effect per se can therefore introduce new disease
automata, asking for a dynamic registration approach.
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Automata can only operate by identifying themselves to registrars. Automaton registration involves
three phases. During the first phase, configuration server is located and identified through repetitive
query messages sent to the configuration server at its location address within a specific period of time,
which is returned with a “configuration-server-located” reply message (location address of configuration
is known and pre-defined). Receipt of this message is considered as a successful discovery of configuration
server, meaning the location address of configuration server is noted. Otherwise, the procedure is
considered not to have succeeded. Availability of a verified configuration server is a necessity otherwise
automaton registration would be impossible.
In the next phase, the automaton generates a “registrar-query” message with the aim of determining
the location address of the automaton’s registrar (i.e. registrar of the corresponding unit the automaton
belongs to), which is then sent to the configuration server. In case there is no available registrar for
the automaton’s corresponding unit, a “registrar-unknown” message is generated, and is sent back.
This failure is updated as a status variable inside the automaton. Otherwise a “unit-spec” message
is generated and is returned, noting the location address of the corresponding registrar. Once this
process is succeeded, the automaton is now allowed to register with its own registrar. A “automaton-
registration” message is generated and is transmitted to the registrar. The registrar can then reply with
two types of messages: a “you-are-in” message will be returned if successful, or a “rejection” message
stating the denial. Figure 2.7 shows the overall process of automaton registration. From this point
on, heartbeat messages are being exchanged between the registered unit and the configuration server
periodically to monitor unit’s availability and to detect registrar’s failure.
As for implementation purposes, in case registration was accepted, the registrar generates a “I-
am-starting” message containing the new automaton’s configuration state, which is sent to all other
automatons in the unit as well all other registrars to be directed to their respective automatons. Once
received, each automaton will reply back with a “I-am-here” message containing its unique ID. We
consider this approach as the default implementation method. However, other alternatives can be
implemented if registrars need to track and keep record of information for their respective automata.
2.4.2 Monitoring Failure
To detect failure and monitor availability of the architectural components, we integrate heartbeat
protocol into our architecture. Heartbeat messages are periodically being exchanged between registrars
and configuration server, as well as between registrars and their unit’s automata, with the time period
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Figure 2.8: Registrar failure detection process
of heartbeat exchanges between registrar and configuration, and between registrar and automaton set
to T and T’ seconds, respectively. We use a default heartbeat rate of once every 5 seconds for both T
and T’, and set N=3 successive missed heartbeats as an indication of termination, as recommended by
IEEE Standard 1278 for Distributed Interactive Simulation [14] and Space Data Systems Standards for
messaging services [9].
Monitoring Health of Automaton
In order to maintain the availability and also to avoid wasting resources on attempts to send messages
to unavailable automata, it is crucial for registrars to keep monitor health, and detect termination
of automata they are responsible for. When an automaton terminates, it automatically signals its
registrar about its cease of service. However, in case of crashes, or when the automaton is powered off
or rebooted, no such signal is being transmitted to the registrar. For this reason, heartbeat messages
are periodically being sent from every automaton to its registrar every T’ seconds as mentioned earlier.
Figure 2.9 shows actions taken by the registrar when an automaton failure has been detected. In
case of a heartbeat failure, the registrar generates a “you-are-dead” message, and sends it back to the
automaton, indicating that it is presumed the automaton has failed, is no longer available, or is no longer
authenticated. In case the automaton is in fact still running (assume the automaton is hung due to a
deadlock such as performing a CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) on an unshockable rhythm), the
automaton will terminate immediately upon receipt of this message. Following that, a “I-am-stopping”
message is generated and returned to the registrar, which is then forwarded to all other automatons
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Figure 2.9: Automaton failure detection process
inside the same unit and other registrars, signaling the termination of the failed automaton.
Monitoring Registrar’s Health
In addition to monitoring health of automata by registrars, in a mutual way, every registrars also sends
heartbeats to its unit’s automatons, so that an automaton can infer its registrar has crashed. When a
registrar failure is detected, it is assumed by the automaton that the registrar has been restarted from
the time it was failed. In that case, the automaton will query the configuration server to determine
the new location address of the restarted registrar and attempts to reconnect. Once reconnected,
heartbeat exchanges are resumed. The process is shown in Figure 2.8. It should be noted that given
the automaton heartbeat period, within the first N × T ′ seconds after reset, the heartbeat messages
from all automatons will be received by the registrar, which therefore helps in the accurate acquisition
of unit’s configuration.
Configuration Server Fail-over
Similar to other components, a configuration server may also presumed to be failed or unavailable,
once N successive missed heartbeats are detected by a registrar. In case of this event, the registrar
begins cycling through all possible known location addresses for the entity’s configuration server, and
attempts to re-establish the connection at an alternate location which was thought to be caused by
a reboot. During the crash interval, no new automaton can register and get initialized as there is no
way of knowing registrar’s location due to unavailability of configuration server. The new automatons
will also cycle through all known possible location addresses searching for the entity’s configuration
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server to perform initialization procedure. Once the configuration is restarted and was bound to a new
location address, all registrars will eventually find it and note themselves to it. Similarly, initialization
and registration process of newly joined automata will resume immediately after that.
As mentioned earlier, our architecture supports multi-ranked configuration servers for redundancy
purposes, which makes it possible for multiple configuration servers to run concurrently in case one of
the configuration servers crashed due to reasons such as a transient network connectivity failure. In
that case, every running configuration server periodically sends a “I-am-running” message to all lower-
ranked configuration servers. Upon receipt of such a message, the respective configuration server stops
immediately. That causes all registrars and automata that were communicating with that configuration
server to note its unavailability, which makes them search for the highest-ranked available configuration
server. This causes the whole entity get back to service eventually.
2.4.3 Open-Loop Safety
Communication failure in the wireless environment can lead to life-critical safety issues within the
message exchange environment. Our message-exchange architecture should guarantee the safety of the
execution of distributed best practice automata, to ensure that the automata transit to a safe state
even with communication failure or loss of messages. Let’s take the stroke automata in Figure 2.4 as
example. Assume a message triggers a state transition event, making the automaton transit to the “tPA
Therapy” state. Suddenly communication fails, arising the question “how long to stay in the state and
continue tPA therapy?”. Continuing tPA therapy for longer than a specific duration characteristically is
hazardous for the patient, therefore considered to be unsafe for the system. Same concept is applied to
the ”supporting therapy” state using Aspirin as well, which is only allowed for a bounded period of time,
given some vital signs changes as per supervising doctor’s suggestions. Based on that characteristic, we
classify states into the following two classes:
• Transient safe state, which allows an automaton to stay safely in the state, but only for a limited
duration. That said, if staying on a transient safe state lasts longer than the specified allowed
limit, it becomes unsafe, and may lead to hazards. “tPA Therapy” state is an example of a
transient safe state;
• An open-loop safe state, which is considered always-safe for the maximum duration of the given
medical procedure. Therefore, an open-loop safe state does not involve any hazard while stay
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Table 2.1: Our protocol’s message header fields (64-bit total)
Field bits Description
Message type 6 UID representing type of message
Priority 3 0-7: A value representing the urgency of message
Checksum flag 1 Value is set to 1 if data is followed by a 32-bit checksum
Open-loop safe state 8 UID representing the next safe state in case of failure
Source entity number 5 UID representing source entity
Source unit number 5 UID representing source unit
Source automaton number 5 UID representing source automaton
Destination entity number 5 UID representing destination entity
Destination unit number 5 UID representing destination unit
Destination automaton number 5 UID representing destination automaton
Application-specific data length 16 Length of application-specific data (limited to 65,000 bits)
lasts more than any time threshold.
To maintain reliability and safety, our designed communication protocol must ensure open-loop
safety to guarantee that the system transits from a transient safe state to a predefined open-loop
safe state in case a communication failure occurs. Therefore, we embed open-loop safety as a safety
parameter into our protocol, so that a message triggering a state transition forces the automaton not
to make a state transition unless an open-loop state is determined, and queued as an emergency option
in case communication fails. Given the stroke example, possible transient safe states such as “tPA
Therapy” are transited to an implicit “general assessment” state as an open-loop safe state, so to
ensure the safety requirements of any automaton.
2.4.4 Remote Message Exchange
Automata in different entities exchange messages through Remote Message Exchange (RME) gateways.
The RME gateways have access to other entities’ RME gateways through establishment of a persistent
connection using their network interfaces, that in overall form a tree of mutually aware interconnected
entities for the distributed best practice systems, enabling a message to get forwarded to any desired
automaton placed at any distributed location. Upon receipt of a message, the RME gateway forwards
the message to any number of target automata. Using a publish-subscribe messaging model can therefore
help as the copies can be published to only the subscribed automata. The protocol is efficient in the sense
that only a single copy of messages is ever being sent over the link, no matter how many automata
intend to receive copies of the messages. The use of RME gateways cannot insulate the effect of
latency variation on message propagation. This fact is assumed to be be handled by the underlying
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communication layers, which is beyond design of our higher-layer message-oriented architecture.
2.4.5 Communication Protocol Header
Our pathophysiological communication protocol consists of a header in fixed format as a 64-bit prefix
to a packet, which is followed by zero or more octets of data, plus an optional 32-bit checksum. Table
2.1 shows an overview of our message header fields. The first header field in a message is the 6-bit
message type, which represents the type of the message that is being exchanged, either application-
specific data messages (e.g. a neurological symptom, disease state, patient state confirmation, time log,
etc.), or configuration messages (e.g. heartbeat, query, acknowledgement messages, etc.). The priority
field is a 3-bit field indicating a value 0 to 7, which represents the urgency of the message, with higher
values representing higher priority of messages. Consideration of the priority field is inspired by the
fact that the urgency of messages are in fact state-dependent, which requires situation awareness [152].
Given the case of our stroke scenario for example, at the time of assessing a suspected stroke to detect
whether the type of stroke is ischemic or hemorrhage, transmission of lab results such as TEG values for
blood coagulation level has a slightly higher priority than general vital signs such as heartbeat or blood
pressure, while both have higher priorities than video data for remote screening of patient. A checksum
may optionally be provided as the last 32 bits of any messages, using the ISO/IEC 3309 -compliant 32
bit CRC algorithm [6]. This algorithm is also compliant with the frame checking sequence as defined in
section 4.2.5.3 of the ISO/IEC 13239 specification [5] and section 8.1.1.6.2 of ITU-T recommendation
V.42 [7]. The presence of a checksum is indicated by a set value of “1” in the checksum flag field, while
otherwise is set to “0”. To ensure open-loop safety, our protocol header reserves a field for open-loop safe
state, which represents the UID of a safe state that must be perpetuated as a permanent safe state where
the automaton must transit to in case of undesirable unsafe situations or communication failure. Next
fields represent source and destination entity number, unit number, and automaton number storing the
hierarchical source and destination address, respectively, used for end to end forwarding of messages.
As the length of the pathophysiological data in a message varies, the data length field of the header
indicates the length of data which is followed, limited to 65,000 bits.
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Figure 2.10: A sample of real platform experiments.
2.5 Proof-of-Concept Simulation
We have developed best practice medical executable automata as our case study proof-of-concept, and
partially implemented and tested our message-exchange communication architecture rigorously over
these case studies conducted in collaboration with Carle Foundation Hospital [26]. We performed
our experimentations on a real platform where 220 synchronization requirements were specified to
synchronize two sets of distributed medical automata. To develop our best practice medical automata,
we used Yakindu statechart 2.4 open-source tool on top of Eclipse Luna 4.4.0 IDE to model the automata
as executable statechart models which can further enable rapid prototyping and validation with domain
experts [25]. Our developed best-practice statechart models include the simplified stroke as well as
simplified sepsis medical best-practice automata consisting of both disease and underlying organ models,
all represented as executable statecharts. The models focus on adherence to best-practice medical
guidelines, which are codified from medical knowledge, simplified, and then validated with physicians
for correctness. A pair of each set of statechart models are distributed on two different machines- one set
representing rural hospital or ambulance, and the other representing center hospital. We implemented
the messaging communication system in Java, so that it can be deployed on any platform running
Java Virtual Machine (JVM), including Linux and Windows. We have designed a list of APIs for the
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users, including establishment of a connection, composing messages, and message pushing and polling
operations. Figure 2.10 illustrates a sample of our experiments 4.
As our communication architecture supports different message-oriented patterns and any combi-
nations of these patterns to meet application-specific requirements, we employ a push-poll pattern to
implement our model-driven communication system, consisted of a push client and a polling client to
form a registrar, as well as a synchronized FIFO queuing module, all residing on each statechart ma-
chine. The messages are captured by the push client and are encoded to a specific message format as
defined per our communication protocol described in Section 2.4.5. The messages are then encrypted
with the AES 128-bit symmetric cipher in electronic codebook (ECB) mode, serialized, buffered, and
are eventually pushed into the queuing module via a persistent socket connection to be polled by
corresponding destination registrar.
While sending is good for individual distributed statecharts to push messages to the synchronized
queuing module, this is not yet a good approach for distributing the messages among distributed
models as it imposes a significant overhead on the registrars. The registrars are forced to inefficiently
keep a long-lived and mostly unused network socket connection open with eachother. This leads us to
use client-side polling for registrars, for two main reasons: First, client-side polling is architecturally
simpler. Using this approach, the registrars doesn’t have to track which registrars called and which
registrars are waiting for replies. This leads to simpler implementations while also making it easier for
supporting various types of registrars. Nevertheless, the most efficient option here is to poll values in
a guard expression. We set the polling frequencies to 200ms as a result of trade-offs between callback
frequencies and processing overhead, which meets the real-time synchronization requirements of our
hospital setting.
The communication and synchronization requirements were inspected multiple times with multi-
disciplinary domain experts (10 developers, 12 researchers, and 4 physicians) to ensure that specific
functional and medical requirements were satisfied and accomplished correctly. To evaluate the per-
formance of our message-exchange architecture, we extensively profiled and instrumented the resource
consumption of our implemented system. The evaluation and performance instrumentation results are
presented in the next chapter.
Apart from the real experiments and the important benefits resulting from using our message-
exchange architecture, we have received positive feedback from the experts witnessing our message-
4A demo illustrating a part of our simulation is available at:
http://publish.illinois.edu/mdpnp-architecture/672-2
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exchange architecture. The qualitative feedback we received is promising and suggests that the middle-
ware can in fact be applicable to large sets of requirements and that it can be extended to domains that
than medical services. Such domains include large-scale co-simulation of heterogeneous production and
ERP software models especially in the automotive industry [13].
2.6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we described a dynamic distributed executable medical best practice guidance system.
The design provides a platform to assist adherence to medical best practices in locations throughout a
distributed healthcare provider network: from rural hospital, through ambulance transfer, to regional
tertiary hospital center. We codified complex medical knowledge into simplified executable automata,
and targeted stroke as the case study demonstration to illustrate and motivate the synchronization
of distributed medical best practice models. The design is founded on a dynamic pathophysiological
model-driven message-exchange architecture; our proposed message-exchange architecture meets the dy-
namism, safety, and reliability requirements for communication and synchronization across distributed
emergency medical best practice systems. We partially implemented the communication system and
applied it using proof-of-concept medical best practice automata. Stroke model medical best practice
simulations were conducted. In the next chapter, we will discuss our implemented prototype of the
proposed system and run extensive evaluation and instrumentation in support of the performance.
In the future, possible avenue of research to extend this work can be to systematically evaluate our
communication system using quantitative metrics, and to formally verify the protocol to make sure it
is always safe for all random combination of inputs.
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Chapter 3
ModelSink: Model-Driven
Synchronization
3.1 Introduction and Background
Medical best-practice guidelines, instructions and standards of care play a vital role in medical care.
Results of studies report that 44,000 to 98,000 Americans die each year as a result of failing to fol-
low medical best-practice guidelines [146, 150]. Many medical best-practice guidelines exist in hospital
handbooks that are commonly lengthy and quite difficult to apply clinically, particularly in the acute
medical care setting. Therefore, more and more text-based medical best-practice guidelines are repre-
sented and encoded in computer-interpretable formats such as Arden [128], GLIF [126], and PROforma
[63]. Decision support systems such as Spock [156] have been developed to monitor treatment decisions
and provide medical staff with proper, timely recommendations. However, most such encodings and
representations are similar to the format of executable pseudo code, which are usually at a quite low
level for medical staff. Many clinical problems are complicated and such formats do not provide a visual
and user friendly interface for physicians to validate correctness. Furthermore, it is not easy to verify
formally these formats using the requirement of rigorous correctness needed for life-critical medical
cyber-physical systems.
Advances in techniques of software engineering accelerated the industrial use of model-driven devel-
opment, and visual modeling in particular, for building very large and complex models not only in the
medical domain, but also other domains such as automobile and avionics [147, 77, 122]. It is said that
60-90% of production in the automotive domain for example, is done through model-driven develop-
ment [147]. Organizations such as FDA have supported initiatives to aid in the effective development
and regulatory approval of medical devices. The Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH)
branch of FDA for example, supports contributions aimed for effective development techniques of medi-
cal devices. Multiple public workshops focusing on promoting advances in medical device modeling and
simulation have been organized by FDA for this purpose [83, 107]. For medicine, the fact is that visual
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Figure 3.1: Current stroke management inherently distributes care provision from remote rural to ambulance
to central tertiary hospital. The bars show various levels of skill and facility capacity at each location.
models such as statecharts are very similar to disease models and treatment models, and are executable
and can be indirectly verified motivates the use of statecharts for encoding medical guidelines. Their
well-designed user interface, simulation functionality, and hence rapid prototyping and validation helps
medical staff to understand the design more easily, validate the design model through user-friendly
simulation, and therefore give more meaningful suggestions to the model of the best-practice guidelines.
On the other hand, emergency patient transport for acute diseases from a rural hospital to a ter-
tiary center hospital such as those seen in stroke scenario has naturally complicated the process of
adherence to best practice guidance. Executable medical best-practice models are distributed across
multiple locations from the time that a patient first presents at a rural hospital, through diagnosis and
ambulance transfer, to arrival and treatment at a regional tertiary hospital center. This has led to
the creation of medical models that are widely separated physically and must run synchronously while
communicating with each other in real-time and sharing clinical data as necessary. These distributed
medical models are executable statecharts based on various disease models, patient condition models,
and models of care provision capability. Care provisions vary from remote rural to ambulance to central
tertiary referral. Figure 3.1 shows an abstract view of a stroke rural patient transport. Best-practice
models are executed in real-time at each of multiple locations, with physicians at the tertiary center fa-
cility supervising the remote rural hospital physicians and/or the EMT in the transporting ambulance.
This approach extends in a virtual manner the boundaries of the tertiary center to include the remote
facility and transport channels using models and an integrated communication system that safely and
effectively synchronizes care across large hospital network. The models of patient and system remain
consistent throughout. Furthermore, the heterogeneous nature of medical models exacerbates the prob-
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lems as model design applications may lack consistency and common features of design. This makes
the problem of monitoring, traceability, and validation even harder for the medical software developers
during development of medical systems.
Without loss of generality, similar problem is extended to the context of interoperability and coordi-
nation of various medical devices. The lack of coordination and synchronization among medical devices
is a daily problem across hospital networks [81, 141]. Medical devices such as ventilators, IV pumps,
heart monitors and computers holding patient records communicate and update one another and get
synchronized automatically [81, 141]. Unfortunately a big problem in hospitals is that most of these
medical devices can’t communicate with eachother to share data. A recent survey on 526 nurses [30]
showed that more than half of the nurses had witnessed a medical error caused by a lack of coordination
among devices. More than two-thirds of the nurses said they spend at least an hour a shift dealing
with communication issues among devices, troubleshooting problems, and recording data manually that
isn’t shared among devices automatically. Such problems place a heavy burden on nurses to translate
and exacts a toll on patients as well. 93 percent of nurses in the survey strongly agreed that medical
devices such as monitors, diagnostic devices, and others should be able to seamlessly share data with
one another automatically [30].
The problem of coordination and synchronization may sometimes be hazardous that needs to be
considered during the design and modeling phases. In laser tracheotomy for example [115, 142], a
surgeon operates a laser scalpel to unblock the airway of the patient. In a simplified scenario, the
system has two main components: the ventilator to supply the oxygen or plaint air, and the laser
scalpel to emit the laser. Coordination among these two components is highly critical to ensure the
ventilator and the laser scalpel are not operating at the same time. More specifically, laser scalpel
should not start operation until a certain amount of time past from shutting off the ventilator to make
sure the amount of oxygen left in the patient is always kept below a specific safe threshold. Similarly,
to avoid brain damage due to hypoxia1, the ventilator should not be kept at non-operational status for
a specific amount of time. Overall, a need for an intermediary system to help medical devices software
or their executable models to communicate with each other, and to update, coordinate, and to get
consistent with each other is therefore evident.
In our preliminary study presented in the previous chapter, we ran a pilot study on a pathophysi-
ological model-driven communication for dynamic distributed medical best practice guidance systems.
1Hypoxia is a condition where the oxygen concentrations fall below the level necessary. Hypoxia may cause severe
brain damage or brain death.
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Figure 3.2: The ModelSink workflow. The middleware allows heterogeneous distributed executable medical
models (medical best-practice models in this example) to communicate and synchronize automatically.
In that chapter, we proposed the notion of distributed medical best-practice guidance systems across
multiple distributed hospital networks, the dynamism introduced by this distribution, as well as the
concept of executable best-practice automata. We targeted acute stroke patient emergency care as a
use case, and codified medical best-practice knowledge available in medical textbooks into executable
automata. We presented an initial design of a message-exchange architecture using space communica-
tion analogy, and introduced our customized pathophysiological model-driven communication protocol.
The work presented here follows our pilot study, and builds upon our earlier model-driven design to-
wards a real-platform development and implementation of a model-driven communication middleware
for synchronization of the executable models that we codified during our pilot study, followed by per-
formance evaluation through extensive experiments and instrumentation. We describe ModelSink, a
middleware that enables automatic model-to-model communication and synchronization among het-
erogeneous statechart models, not only during execution, but can also aid model-driven development,
simulation, validation, and traceability of any distributed statechart models. Through ModelSink, dis-
tributed statechart models can communicate and be synchronized with each other efficiently through
automatic sharing of data such as patient state changes for example in the clinical context. This per-
mits the communication and automatic synchronization of various statechart models such as medical
best-practice guidance models in distributed hospital settings, in an ensemble. In summary, ModelSink
i automatically performs model-to-model synchronization by sharing state changes as opposed to
manual updates by the users. ModelSink therefore facilitates communication among physically
distributed users (e.g. EMT and doctors at a center hospital) to share status updates.
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ii leverages an efficient communication architecture to distribute messages among disjoint statechart
models. Our design uses a customized low-overhead persistent push/poll communication mechanism
which also complies with the semantics of automata-based model-driven development.
iii leverages a synchronized atomic and thread-safe queuing module to achieve the real-time require-
ments for co-execution and synchronization of statechart models. Our specialized design removes
possible synchronization overhead between the pushes and the multi-threaded polls.
iv provides a distributed mechanism to avoid life-critical safety issues within the context of distributed
medical systems when communication fails. We embed an open-loop safety parameter field in the
communication protocol header to ensure that the models always transit to a safe state in case of
communication failure or message loss.
v leverages a parameter mapping module to transfer messages among distributed models for the
purpose of supporting coordination and synchronization. The module helps translate model-specific
synchronization control events from one model to another.
vi is platform independent. ModelSink can be deployed on any platform, and supports the hetero-
geneous nature of statechart models as the design semantics are independent of the underlying
modeling application.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first medical middleware that achieves automatic commu-
nication and synchronization among heterogeneous distributed medical models.
Figure 3.2 illustrates a view of the ModelSink workflow. The heterogeneous medical models such
as best-practice guidance models monitored by physicians and nurses are executed in different loca-
tions. Once the medical models are connected, our middleware automatically shares synchronization
data and control events such as patient state changes and monitoring guidelines in the context of best
practices across the distributed medical and clinical models, remotely, as if they are manually controlled
by the medical staff. Furthermore, ModelSink’s automated communication and synchronization mech-
anisms achieved through model-only control incurs a high degree of flexibility, and can effectively adapt
to clinical ecosystem changes when reconfiguration of medical models such as disease models rapidly
occurs. That leads to significant reduction in heterogeneous model-driven development and software
maintenance costs of medical best-practice models. ModelSink can further assist software engineers to
build a single user-friendly gateway with minimum complexity that can be used as a front-end inter-
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action to realize co-simulation, co-execution, or to monitor and control large-scale statechart models
simultaneously.
3.2 Related Work
ModelSink is conceptually similar to the notion of mediators underlying emergent connectors [104,
103, 72] such as Enterprise Service Bus [69] as the concept of a “connectivity middleware” is common
between the two. However, ModelSink is fundamentally different as the design goal of mediators is to
enable the composition of pervasive networked systems and protocol mediation as opposed to remote
synchronization of executable medical models. Another set of related work to ModelSink is database
data replication tools such as [18, 16, 23] and [17] that provide automated data sharing and data
replication between databases. Overall, while there are multitude of related work from computer science
perspective, these tools have not been properly integrated into medicine and the safety-critical aspects
of clinical practices, such as handling connection failure and safety in cases of communication loss. A
major distinguishing point for ModelSink therefore, is to understand medical models as well as clinical
needs. Furthermore, in ModelSink , on the contrary, the notion of access is platform independent and
lightweight because it provides a model-to-model access as opposed to system-to-system or database-to-
database.
Aside from the medical related work described in Section 3.1, medical best-practice guidelines for
emergency care have been created for patients in major hospitals. For instance, the University of
Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center has developed clinical management algorithms [15] that depict
best practices for diagnosis, evaluation, and treatment of specific diseases such as cancer targeting
adult patients. Their contribution however, only provides a high level algorithmic workflow using
a multi-disciplinary approach, and not only are not modeled as executable guidelines, but also are
conceptually centralized, and therefore the notion of communication, synchronization, and distribution
is not applicable in their context.
A variety of heterogeneous model construction and interpretation have been proposed for the simula-
tion of complex systems. Ptolemy [46] for example, the most famous heterogeneous modeling platform,
supports prototyping of heterogeneous systems with different domain computation model to capture
different type of subsystems. Current examples of domains include synchronous and dynamic dataflow,
discrete-event, and others appropriate for control software. Domains can be mixed as appropriate and
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use underlying meta model to realize an overall system simulation. Similar methods are adopted by
[106] and [129], as they use automata to interpret heterogeneous timed automata and dataflow model
and capture the heterogeneous sub-models. These works however, function in a single project and a
single machine, and lack support of communication and distributed execution.
Some works have been done to address the problem of co-simulation for heterogeneous models lo-
cated in different projects. For example, in [62], the authors implement Crescendo, a tool that allows
the model expressed in discrete-event of a tool called VDM and the model expressed in continuous time
of a tool called 20-sim to share information and accomplish co-simulation among them. In [42], the
authors propose FMI, a tool to support model exchange using a combination of XML files and C-code.
Similarly in [45], authors propose a code-in-the-loop co-simulation framework for the OMG SysML im-
plemented in the Artisan Studio tool, and the Stateflow model implemented in Matlab Simulink tool.
The main feature of their tool is the automatic generation of optimized code, allowing simulation that
may eventually run natively on a target for embedded systems. While these works capture the heteroge-
neous models, they are still limited to a single machine and lack support for distributed models, which
need significant effort to solve the communication, synchronization, and consistency which motivates
our work.
3.3 Design of the Middleware
The core of ModelSink is implemented through a queuing and mapping system as well as a push-
based and poll-based communication system, which are accomplished through socket-based and Remote
Method Invocation (RMI)-based client/server architecture, respectively. Two client agents (a push
socket client agent and a polling RMI client agent) are installed on every machine executing any medical
models. These clients are then connected to the corresponding servers that can be located on any of those
machines. During ModelSink sessions, all corresponding communication and synchronization control
events are registered and distributed through ModelSink as if medical staff were actually monitoring
and manually tracking the disease or patient status through their executable models. We implemented
ModelSink in Java as a partial compliance with the design feature (vi), so that it can be deployed on
any platform running Java Virtual Machine (JVM), including Linux and Windows, therefore, making
the compiled code platform-independent. We have designed an open-loop safe communication protocol
for cases where communication fails, as well as a list of APIs for ease of operations such as establishment
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Figure 3.3: The overall structure of ModelSink .
of a connection, specifying medical control events and rules for synchronization, as well as specifying
push or poll mechanisms for communication or synchronization control events.
3.3.1 Middleware Structure
ModelSink consists of six major components: a socket-based client agent (push client) and a RMI-
based client agent (polling client), both residing on each medical machine, a mapping module for
synchronization purpose, a queuing module, a multi-threaded socket-based server (push server) and a
RMI-based registry and server residing on any of the distributed medical machines designated as the
server. The overall structure of ModelSink is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
The push client captures medical events through operation callback on the executable models once
an event such as a state change is triggered. These locally-triggered synchronization control events are
then encoded to a specific message format identifying the medical model’s UID and triggered events
which overall forms the synchronization control message. The messages are then encrypted with the
AES 128-bit symmetric cipher in Electronic Codebook (ECB) mode, serialized, buffered, and then sent
to the push server via the persistent socket connection that has been established. The push server
is a socket-based multi-threaded server that communicates with all other remote push-client agents
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concurrently. The server receives synchronization control messages associated with each executable
medical model, which are eventually pushed into the queuing module. Once received at the push server,
the synchronization messages are deserialized, decrypted, decoded, and normalized to a generic format
which are then directed to the mapping module. The use of the generic format is to store messages as
a globally understandable format, which later helps with model-specific translation of synchronization
control events specific to each medical model.
To enable synchronization among distributed medical models, the mapping module is pre-configured
with semantic mappings of synchronization control events from one model to another, to provide a
particular set of events specific to each of the distributed medical models. This happens by performing
translation of synchronization control events from one medical model to corresponding control events of
other medical models located on other remote devices or platforms, thereby automatically synchronizing
medical models or co-executing medical devices altogether. While placement of the mapping module
in a centralized manner on the server machine is more convenient for applying or spreading updates as
well as for auditing and security purposes, it is not yet a hard requirement. The mapping module can
be partially placed locally on each of medical machines alternatively.
The normalized synchronization messages originated from the mapping module are then pushed to
the atomic thread-safe FIFO queuing module. Upon polling operations which are done through RMI-
based communication system, the generic formatted messages are then dequeued from the queuing
module, and are re-mapped to form model-specific events, and to generate a set of synchronization
control events specific to each medical model. Messages are then composed and deployed on our open-
loop-safe communication protocol supporting both reliability and safety features, and are then sent
to the RMI polling server. The synchronization control messages are deserialized and decrypted once
polled by the RMI client agents residing on each medical model. Once the synchronization control
events are decomposed, synchronization among distributed medical models is performed by triggering
the destination model’s receive() operation callback formed in accordance with the originating model’s
synchronization control events received through the communication channel.
3.3.2 Communication Architecture
In compliance with the design feature (ii) (refer to Section 3.1), we employ an efficient communication
architecture inside ModelSink to propagate messages among distributed medical models. Our design
uses customized low-overhead persistent push-based and poll-based communication mechanisms which
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is also compliant with the semantics of automata-based model-driven development. From an engineering
point of view, unlike a regular client-server communication such as those used in messaging applications
with the client process looping around a buffer to read responses, our medical middleware must also
support continuous and sporadic message transfer, but with no termination of the socket connection.
However, it also needs to maintain safety, security, reliability, as well as a long-lived connection after
each data transfer in order to incur minimum latency.
To address the communication requirements, we customized a low-overhead persistent socket-based
client-server communication architecture over TCP/IP for push operations throughout the running
sessions rather than setting up a new connection for each push operation. This maintains the stability
of the socket connections by initially creating a connection at the beginning of each transfer session,
and occasionally sending a message as necessary. To enable that, we wrapped the push client socket
connection around a thread, and use a blocking queue to wait for messages. A single sender queue
exists throughout the application, therefore using a singleton pattern. On the other hand, performing
a read() function causes the thread to block forever. To address that, we use a special thread that
calls a specific method repetitively at specified periods and read time-out that can be used to post a
ping message, once in a while. This improves the stability of connections while also relaxing problems
associated with application terminations due to calling the close() function.
While the socket-based client-server architecture is good for individual medical models to push
messages to the socket-based server, this is not yet a good solution for distributing the messages between
the distributed medical models as it imposes a significant commitment on the server side. The server
is forced to inefficiently keep a long-lived and mostly unused socket connection open with each client.
This leads us to use client-side polling, for two main reasons: First, client-side polling is architecturally
simpler. Using this approach, the server doesn’t have to track which medical clients called and which
medical clients are waiting for messages. This leads to simpler implementations while also making
it easier to support various types of medical clients; meeting the heterogeneity requirements of the
distributed medical devices and their executable models. The second reason to use client-side polling
is the inability of clients to accept socket connection initiated from server, especially in the context of
automata-based model designs. Our design enables ModelSink to support the heterogeneity nature of
medical models and makes it independent of the automata modeling application, partially addressing
the design feature (vi). For example, in models designed in Simulink’s Stateflow, the destination model
reads the value of data from an input port which is only possible through polling mechanism. Similarly,
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in models designed in Yakindu’s Statecharts modeling software, it is not possible to directly raise events
from the operation callback and trigger a receiving data. Nevertheless, the only option here is to poll
values in a guard expression. Our use of RMI-based callbacks further helps with significant efficiency
such as decreased client-side processing as well as implementation simplicity and support of various
medical modeling frameworks [73].
3.3.3 Open-Loop Safety Protocol
As previously described in Chapter 2, communication failure in the wireless medical environment can
lead to life-critical safety issues within the context of distributed medical systems. Following the design
feature (iv), the architecture of our medical middleware should guarantee the safety of the execution
of distributed medical models, to ensure that the models always transit to a safe state from a model-
driven perspective even with communication failure or loss of messages. Let’s take Stroke best-practice
guidance models as an example. Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2 illustrates a simplified version of our developed
stroke best-practice workflow model both for rural hospital (top) and regional center hospital (bottom),
which form the executable core of best-practice guidance models. Assume a message triggers a state
change event in the model of regional center hospital, making the workflow model transit to “tPA
Therapy” state. Suddenly communication failure occurs. A question which arises is “how long to
continue tPA therapy and stay in that state?”. Continuing tPA therapy for longer than a specific
duration characteristically is hazardous for the patient, which therefore is considered to be unsafe for
the whole cyber-physical-medical system.
Similarly, let’s consider the laser tracheotomy example again. As mentioned earlier, to avoid surgical
fire, one of the vital safety requirements is to ensure the ventilator and the laser scalpel are not operating
at the same time, and that laser scalpel does not start operation until a certain amount of time has been
past from shutting off the ventilator. Similarly, to avoid brain damage due to hypoxia, the ventilator
should not kept non-operational for a specific amount of time. In such scenarios therefore, continuing
emission of laser or keeping ventilator off more than a specific period are both considered unsafe for the
whole system.
Given the aforementioned characteristics, we therefore classify states of model execution into the
following two classes:
• A transient safe state, which allows models to stay safely in the state, but only for a limited
duration. That said, if staying on a transient safe state lasts longer than the specified allowed
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limit, it becomes unsafe, and may lead to medical hazards. “tPA Therapy” state is an example
of a transient safe state.
• An open-loop safe state, which is considered always-safe for the maximum duration of the given
medical procedure. Therefore, an open-loop safe state does not involve any medical hazard while
stay lasts more than any time threshold.
To maintain reliability and safety, our designed communication and synchronization system uses
open-loop safety to guarantee that execution of medical models transits from a transient-safe state to a
predefined open-loop-safe state when a communication failure occurs. Earlier works on open-loop safety
protocol in the context of a medical systems include [110] and [111]. The authors in these works used
an airway laser surgery system as the target example to propose a centralized supervisor which decides
a safe operation region for medical devices. While these works share the same assumption that the
communication network is unreliable, they deal with the problem of open-loop safety by a centralized
approach. Whereas in our work, we employ the notion of open-loop safety mechanisms in a distributed
medical environment, and extend that towards medical best-practice models in a distributed hospital
network. As a part of tackling the problem in the distributed environment, we embed open-loop safety
as a safety parameter field into our communication protocol’s header, so that a communicated message
triggering a state change forces the medical models not to make a state change unless an open-loop
state is already determined and queued as an emergency option in case communication fails. It is also
necessary to assure that the open-loop safety option is executable locally on patient’s side. In the context
of Stroke best-practice guidance models, transient safe states such as “tPA Therapy” are transited to an
implicit “general assessment” as an open-loop-safe state to ensure the safety requirements of execution
of distributed medical models.
3.3.4 Data Structures and Rules for Mapping
Following the design feature (v), ModelSink leverages a parameter mapping module to transfer messages
and control events among distributed executable models for the purpose of supporting coordination and
synchronization. It provides a mapping of model-specific synchronization control events specific to each
individual model from one model to another. The mapping module works on the principle of key-
value store and hashing, composed of a combination of multi-hashmap and 2-dimensional linked-list
data structures, which is pre-configured with mappings of synchronization control events from one
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medical model to another for the purpose of coordination and synchronization. To store key-value
pairs, we used the first dimension of the 2D linked-list as a bucket to store key objects corresponding
to encoded normalized generic synchronization control events. The second dimension is used to store
values corresponding to an ordered list of model-specific synchronization control events specific to each
individual model such as necessary medical functions and state changes that must be triggered on the
other medical models. Similar to a regular HashMap, the mapping module’s get(Key k) method calls
hashCode method on the key inputs, and applies returned hashValue to its own static hash function to
find a bucket location where keys and values are stored.
Our implementation of the mapping module imposes a one-time overhead, while it can also be
reusable. Therefore, if the specifications of medical models change considerably, only the mapping
module is updated, therefore incurring minimum cost.
3.3.5 Data Structures and Rules for Queuing
According to the design features (i) and (iii), to achieve the real-time requirements of co-execution and
synchronization of emergency medical systems, it is crucial to remove possible synchronization overhead
between the multi-threaded push server and the pipelined RMI polls. As mentioned earlier, for higher
performance, ModelSink does not rely on send/receive messaging model to distribute messages across
different medical clients. Instead, medical clients retrieve messages by polling data from a shared
synchronized queue-like data structure where only the socket push server writes. This specific approach
is called pointer polling and is more efficient, is simpler, and requires no additional storage data structure
on the receiving side compared to send approach when data is continuously produced.
In order to synchronize multiple pipelined RMI polling accesses, we developed a listed chasing-
pointer queue which is our efficient customized list. Our listed chasing-pointer queue is a specialized
data structure to support low-latency concurrent accesses which employs an efficient wait-free algorithm
inspired from [143] and [121]. We borrow similar concepts, and implement another variation that can
be employed for multiple number of producers and consumers. The queue is thread-safe, and is based
on linked nodes. The queue orders messages FIFO, with the head of the queue being the message
pushed the longest time and the retrieval operations obtaining elements at the head of the queue. The
traditional implementation of a synchronized queue works based on the concept of a shared variable such
as a counter to synchronize the writer and the reader, which is referred to as a counter-based approach.
Since both the writer and the different readers modify this shared variable, multiple cache misses
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are unavoidable for distribution of each message on the server side, therefore resulting in significant
performance overhead when synchronization has to be performed very frequently. Our specialized
implementation avoids use of a shared synchronization variable, and instead uses a list of boolean flags
to indicate whether a message is available in the list to poll which reduces the synchronization issues.
Each message slot in the queue is augmented with a header that indicates whether a message is available
or not. Each queue cell contains the normalized generic message value, which points to a list of flagged
pointers, with each index associated with a specific medical client. Thus, a consumer medical client
is always chasing the producer medical client in the synchronized queue for filled queue cells. With
that feature being implemented, every medical client regularly polls only its own pointer, and unflags
it whenever data is successfully retrieved. The process of polling messages from the queue continues
until at least one pointer associated with a specific medical model is still flagged. Once all pointers are
unflagged, the data is dequeued, and the head of the queue is advanced.
3.4 Evaluation
From a medical perspective, physicians are taught organ system function as part of the representation
of disease process. They look for patterns of pathophysiological changes (the change in physiological
measurements as a result of disease) within an organ system to understand organ states [68, 65].
This organ-centric view of pathophysiological expression also matches medical treatment, which is
captured by a best-practice medical system. Given that, to evaluate our middleware, we developed
multiple medical best-practice executable models, and used them as benchmarks and proof-of-concepts
to evaluate ModelSink. The engine of our best-practice guidance systems is executable medical models
including disease and organ models. We codified medical knowledge into executable formal best-practice
models so that they can be checked by expert physicians via the execution of these models using scenario-
driven simulation and a user-friendly graphical interface that the statechart-based design provides.
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
For the development of the executable models, we used Yakindu Statechart tools 2.4 plugged into
Eclipse Luna 4.4.0 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) which altogether provide an integrated
open-source modeling environment for model-driven development, and rapid prototyping and validation
with domain experts [25]. Our medical models include executable models of simplified models of sepsis
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Figure 3.4: Simplified statechart models for sepsis, including disease (top) and two organ models (bottom).
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Figure 3.5: A sample of real-platform simulations.
and stroke best practice guidelines consisting of both disease and underlying organ models, which are
codified from medical knowledge, simplified, and then validated with physicians for correctness.
We have evaluated and tested the functionality of ModelSink through our proof-of-concept medical
case studies conducted in collaboration with Carle Foundation Hospital [26], on real platforms where
overall 230 types of communication and synchronization requirements were specified to provide com-
munication across multiple sets of distributed executable medical models, and to synchronize them as
necessary. Figure 3.4 illustrates an instance of simplified best-practice guidance models for sepsis. These
medical models are all represented as executable statecharts that focus on adherence to best-practice
medical guidelines, with sets of disjoint models mounted and executed on two physically distributed
machines. The machines included a Dell Latitude E5540 with Intel(R) Core i7 4600U 2.10 GHz quad-
core processors, 4 MByte Cache and 8,192 MByte physical memory, running Windows 10.0 Pro 64-bit
Operating System, and a HP Z230 SFF with Intel Xeon E3-1240 with 3.4 GHz quad-core processors, 8
MByte Cache and 8,192 MByte physical memory, running Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit Operating Sys-
tem. Overall, the correctness of communication and synchronization operations were inspected multiple
times with multi-disciplinary domain experts (10 developers, 12 researchers, and 4 physicians) to ensure
that specific functional and medical requirements were satisfied and accomplished correctly. Figure 3.5
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presents a sample of our real-platform simulations and experiments2.
3.4.2 Performance Evaluation
We evaluated the performance of ModelSink through resource consumption instrumentation. We used
three different monitoring tools as below for instrumentation of the Java Virtual Machine (Java VM)
for fine-grained experimental data and to ensure the results are accurate and are consistent with each
other:
• JConsole 1.8.0 [19]: A monitoring tool compliant with Java Management Extensions (JMX) which
monitors Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and Java applications, supporting both local and remote
machines.
• VisualVM 1.38 [24]: A profiling tool to profile the performance and memory consumption, which
provides detailed information about CPU and memory usage of Java applications.
• JVM Monitor 3.8.1 [20]: A Java profiling tool integrated with Eclipse as a plug-in to monitor
resource usage of Java applications running on Eclipse IDE.
We employed all three profiling tools and instrumented detailed information on the CPU usage,
number of threads, and heap memory consumption of ModelSink. Each profiling experiment lasted
for 300 seconds, and we repeated each single experiments for 10 times to make sure the standard
deviation always falls below 10% and that the results are accurate and dependable. We tuned the
polling frequency of each medical clients at multiple rates including 100ms, 1s, and 5s to analyze trade-
offs between callback frequencies and processing overhead. Figures 3.6 to 3.8 illustrate a subset of all
our performance instrumentation results.
Memory Instrumentation
We measured the heap and non-heap memory usage of ModelSink through instrumentation done with
JConsole profiler. The heap memory of JVM is created at the JVM start-up, and is the runtime data
area from which memory for all class instances and arrays are allocated. We set the maximum heap
size to 35MByte. The non-heap memory of JVM is also created at the JVM start-up, however, stores
per-class structures and includes call stacks, memory allocated by native code for instance for off-heap
caching, the Metaspace as well as memory used by the JIT compiler (compiled native code).
2A short simulation demo is available at: http://publish.illinois.edu/mdpnp-architecture/672-2
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Figure 3.6: ModelSink’s memory usage. (Top) Heap memory usage, (Middle) Non-heap memory usage,
(Bottom) Zoomed non-heap memory usage
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the average heap memory consumption of ModelSink. We analyzed and com-
pared the memory consumption of ModelSink for five different scenarios: a) baseline performance where
no medical model is communicating with ModelSink, b) a single medical model is communicating with
ModelSink, polling data with the rate of 1s and sending data as necessary, c) two medical models are
communicating with each other through ModelSink, polling data with the rate of 1s and sending data as
necessary, d) two medical models are communicating with each other through ModelSink, polling data
with the rate of 100ms and sending data as necessary, and e) two medical models are communicating
with each other through ModelSink, polling data with the rate of 5s and sending data as necessary. As
can be seen, the heap memory usage show an overall slight increasing linear trend due to the increase
in buffer size, and no anomalies is noticed within the heap memory usage. Also, a relative comparison
of the overall heap memory consumption of cases a to e above can be derived according to the figure.
As can be seen, case c (average of 21.678 MByte over the time range of demo runtime) shows a slightly
higher slope in heap memory usage compared to case b (average of 20.552 MByte), and case b shows a
slightly higher slope in heap memory usage than case a (average of 19.234 MByte) simply due to the
increase in the number of medical clients communicating with each other. Similarly, case e (average
of 20.579 MByte) shows a slightly lower slope in heap memory usage compared to case c (average of
21.678 MByte), and case c shows a slightly lower slope in heap memory usage than case d (average of
23.335 MByte) simply due to the higher rates of polling requests. Overall, an increase in the number of
communicating medical models and higher frequencies of polling requests pushes negligible overhead.
No OutOfMemoryError due to data spike or memory leakage is detected by the profiler during the
time range of the demo runtime, approving the heap memory usage functionality of the tool. As the
heap memory size reaches the defined maximum size (i.e. 35MByte), the dead objects of the heap
memory are reclaimed by the JVM’s garbage collection, freeing almost 31 MByte (i.e. 88% of used
memory). It is also concluded that the overhead of garbage collector process is negligible, and that
garbage collector is not even called for a single point in time during a 5 minute runtime of case d
above where two medical models are communicating through ModelSink with a polling rate of 100ms.
Furthermore, in case garbage collector process runs, a single call only takes an average of 2 ms to free up
heap memory, which is significantly below the polling threshold and charges relatively no performance
overhead on the execution of ModelSink.
Figure 3.6 (middle) shows the average non-heap memory consumption of ModelSink. For non-heap
memory, the abnormal growth of memory size may indicate a critical problem such as leaked loader
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issues or massive interned strings. As the figure shows, no abnormal increase can be noticed in non-
heap memory consumption of ModelSink over the time range of its runtime. That proves there is no
class loading and object allocation problems within ModelSink. As can be seen, all figures show almost
identical trendlines, with no noticeable difference. Figure 3.6 (bottom) shows the same figure zoomed
in significantly. As can be seen, a tiny difference exists among the five cases.
Interestingly, the same argument made previously for heap memory usage is compliant with non-
heap memory usage. Case c with 2 communicating models (average of 14.985 MByte over the time
range of demo runtime) shows a slightly higher values in non-heap memory usage compared to case
b with a single communicating model (average of 14.901 MByte), and case b shows a slightly higher
values in non-heap memory usage than case a with no communicated model (average of 14.750 MByte)
simply due to the increase in the number of threads corresponding to medical clients communicating
with each other and the memory stacks allocated for socket threads3. Similarly, case e with polling
rate of 5s (average of 14.914 MByte) shows a slightly lower values in non-heap memory usage compared
to case c with polling rate of 1s (average of 14.985 MByte), and case c shows a slightly lower values
in non-heap memory usage than case d with polling rate of 100ms (average of 15.051 MByte) simply
due to the higher polling rates. Overall, similar to the argument made for heap memory, it can be
concluded that an increase in the number of communicating medical models and higher frequencies of
polling requests enforces negligible overhead.
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Figure 3.7: ModelSink’s thread statistics.
3Inside JVM, each Thread consumes a small amount of memory called Stack where all active execution frames and
traces are stored
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We instrumented the JVM, monitored the thread properties of ModelSink, and collected thread
statistics of JVM such as the list of threads, their states, resource usage, as well as stack traces.
Given the architecture design of ModelSink, a new socket thread is created and executed to serve each
communicating medical thread whenever a new medical client communicates with ModelSink. Figure
3.7 shows the trend in the total thread count per the total number of communicating medical clients.
We instrumented three types of JVM’s monitoring statistics: a) threadcount, which shows the current
number of live and active daemon and non-daemon threads (currently running), b) peakthreadcount
showing the peak live thread count since the JVM started or it was reset, and c) daemonthreadcount
showing the current number of live daemon threads. As can be seen, after the baseline with the limited
number of 14 live threads, the total thread count follows a simple linear trendline, with each additional
communicating medical client initiating a new thread. No abnormal thread behavior and state change
has been detected.
To identify if any deadlock is caused during the runtime of ModelSink, we inspected the states of all
threads against deadlocks. Using JVM Monitor profiler [20], deadlocks are automatically detected and
it can be recorded which threads are involved in deadlock. Our instrumentation proved no deadlock
has been ever detected, and CPU was never seen to get unexpectedly overloaded.
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Figure 3.8: ModelSink’s CPU usage.
We profiled the performance of ModelSink in terms of CPU consumption, and instrumented the
CPU usage of all the threads. This is useful especially for identifying threads that have high CPU
consumption. During the profiling sessions, no abnormal CPU usage was detected by a specific thread.
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Figure 3.8 shows average CPU usage for various number of communicating medical clients (baseline
case with no communicating medical client, up to 10 concurrent communicating medical clients), for
three different polling rates (100ms, 1s, and 5s). As can be seen, overall, the overhead of ModelSink
is negligible, and no sudden spike can be noticed in the load. The average CPU consumption for 10
communicating medical clients with polling rates of 1s are less than 5%. The low CPU utilization
of ModelSink also signifies that no source code problems such as infinite loops or excessive backend
calls, and no excessive garbage collection cycles take place inside the runtime execution of ModelSink.
The limited number of active threads in ModelSink helps with lowering the CPU consumption and
the overall performance as the number of context switches are also limited. Figure 3.8 also illustrates
that the CPU consumption almost follows a linear-like trendline with high confidence (R-Squared value
of more than 95% fitting the linear regression lines), therefore making ModelSink scalable in terms
of number of communicating medical clients. Interestingly, the small difference in the slope of linear
regression trendlines indicates that ModelSink’s performance overhead is not significantly influenced by
the rate of polling requests by the medical clients, therefore making ModeSink more robust in higher
polling rates.
3.4.3 Discussion
From a computing and software engineering perspective, within ModelSink we propose the notion of
“model-driven communication”, enabling communication among distributed models and executable
state machines. Our middleware can be deployed as an add-on layer on top of modeling and decision
logic software such as Yakindu’s Statecharts [25] and Matlab’s Stateflow [21]. ModelSink therefore
assists with rapid prototyping of heterogeneous models of cyber-physical systems which are physically
distributed, and makes it possible for the interaction and concurrent subjective functions such as co-
design, co-simulation, and co-validation of system prototypes in various domains.
In addition to the important benefits that result from the use of ModelSink, our middleware was
highly praised for the automation role that it was able to play, especially in the medical domain. Prior
to applying our tool, a medical technician or EMT had to coordinate manually from an ambulance
transfering a patient to a regional hospital, tracing and reporting the changes, and therefore perform
communication and synchronization functions manually. With the application of ModelSink, automatic
communication and synchronization is achieved, removing the manual intervention of EMT, nurses, and
doctors from the loop.
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Overall, we have received positive feedback from both the model-driven development industry as
well as the medical staff and physicians as the end users using our middleware (the results of user study
and quality of experience are prepared in a separate document). The qualitative feedback we received
is promising and suggests that the middleware can in fact be applicable to large sets of requirements
and that it can be extended to domains that than medical services. Such domains include large-
scale co-simulation of heterogeneous production and ERP software models especially in the automotive
industry [13].
3.5 Conclusion and Future Work
The rapid growth of model-driven development together with distributed computer systems has led
to the development of distributed best-practice medical models which assist the medical staff with
clinical validation and adherence. These accomplishments are achieved across a medical network from
rural, through ambulance transfer, to tertiary center. However, the distributed medical models require
continuous and real-time interaction among models of different forms. This makes it necessary to offer
methods of communication, especially to synchronize their co-simulation and co-execution in a medical
environment.
In this chapter, we describe ModelSink, a middleware that enables model-to-model communication
and synchronization between heterogeneous distributed medical models. We evaluated ModelSink, and
instrumented its resource usage using medical best-practice guidance models that we have developed
to assess how ModelSink performs in various loads given different performance metrics. We tested
ModelSink on a real platform running distributed medical models, and demonstrated that there are in
fact many potential uses of our tool in industry services other than medical systems that cannot be
realized through other means.
In the future, we are planning to extend the work is to formally verify and systematically evaluate
ModelSink using quantitative metrics, especially using model checking techniques for correctness of
our queuing module. Another future avenue of research is to validate clinically our middleware in
collaboration with Carle Foundation Hospital [26], and to implement ModelSink on a real clinical
testbed that we have built using the SimMan medical patient simulator [22].
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Chapter 4
SINk: GUI-Driven Synchronization
4.1 Introduction
“Software is eating the world!” [35]. Our dependency on software is continuously increasing, and it is
said that 60-90% of production in the automotive domain for example, is done by software systems [147].
Many products and industrial services that would have traditionally been realized through “hardware”,
are now realized purely via “software solutions”. Overall, one way or another, human-in-the-loop
software systems in various domains are getting more and more complex, as they operate within a
complex ecosystem of libraries, models, protocols and devices, and require human interaction [147]. The
interfaces of many platform-dependent software, such as industrial controller simulators (e.g. Mitsubishi
PLC x7 [124]) and healthcare systems (e.g. Laerdal’s SimMan Patient Simulator [22]) for example, are
sometimes hard to manage and lack user-friendliness. Therefore, third-parties are pushed to develop
simple-to-use, and more user-friendly and maneuverable interfaces for those applications, which in fact
motivates the need for co-simulation among different interfaces. While the graphical user interfaces
are easy to develop, there has been a significant demand on interface-to-interface synchronization of
heterogeneous software interfaces.
Unfortunately, existing tools such as those spanning from remote desktop applications and desktop
sharing to collaborative software applications lack support of interface synchronization, and only provide
access to applications simply through desktop screen sharing and manual control by users.
In this chapter, we describe SINk1, a middleware that enables interface-to-interface synchronization
and automatic remote control of heterogeneous distributed graphical user interfaces. The design of this
middleware is mainly motivated by connecting and synchronizing heterogeneous applications with ho-
mogeneous functionality, but different graphical interfaces, over a network or the Internet, as presented
in Figure 4.1. Once the interfaces are connected through the established client-server connection, our
1A demo illustrating how our middleware works in practice is available at http://publish.illinois.edu/mdpnp-
architecture/?p=639
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Figure 4.1: The SINk workflow. Multiple graphical interfaces (right-side) are remotely synchronized with a
single interface (left).
middleware allows users to automatically synchronize multiple applications, remotely, without physical
access or visual view of the remote desktops, as if they were sitting right in front of the remote ap-
plications. In this manner, we enable the user to control any remote applications and automatically
perform actions such as opening and closing windows and tabs, pushing buttons, applying keystrokes,
and updating strings, values, and checkboxes, using only their graphical interfaces and without causing
mismatches between them. SINk is adaptive in the sense that it can accommodate varying platform
features such as changes in display screen resolutions, as it can dynamically adapt itself to locate pixel
values relative to any resolution. Moreover, SINk’s automated mechanisms achieved through interface-
only control incurs a high degree of flexibility, and can effectively adapt to ecosystem changes when
reconfiguration of application rapidly occurs. That leads to significant reduction in heterogeneous
software maintenance costs.
Technically speaking, the SINk middleware leverages efficient architecture, protocol, and parameter
mapping mechanisms to transfer control events, while at the same time ensuring consistency, bandwidth
saving, platform independence and the fulfillment of real-time requirements for synchronization. In
summary, SINk
• automatically performs remote control as opposed to manual control by users,
• does not require visual view of remote desktop, thus providing significant bandwidth savings,
• does not require source code or non-graphical interfaces (such as web services or RMI) access to
remote applications,
• performs synchronization in real-time,
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• is platform independent.
To the best of our knowledge, no single middleware currently exists that achieves synchronization among
heterogeneous applications in a coherent way. Moreover, SINk can further assist software engineers to
build a single user-friendly interface as a general application interface for front-end interaction, or to
realize co-simulation among multiple heterogeneous graphical interfaces.
4.2 Related Work
SINk is conceptually similar to the notion of mediators underlying emergent connectors [104, 103, 72]
such as Enterprise Service Bus [69] as the concept of a “connectivity middleware” is common between
the two. However, SINk is fundamentally different as the design goal of mediators is to enable the
composition of pervasive networked systems, protocol mediation, and interoperability in distributed
systems as opposed to remote interface-based synchronization. The most related tools to SINk are
remote desktop and desktop sharing software, which allow a personal computer’s desktop environment
to be run remotely on one system, while being displayed on a separate client device. Microsoft’s Remote
Desktop Connection [10], Apple Remote Desktop [1], and Chrome Remote Desktop [3] for example, allow
users to remotely connect to a computer from another computer, therefore providing access to programs
and files by visually controlling the keyboard and mouse and relaying the graphical screen over a network.
Similarly, desktop sharing applications and collaborative software such as Microsoft’s Lync [8] and
TeamViewer [11] provide desktop access to a remote machine running the same software, helping users to
remotely control and share a desktop, with the additional option of video conferencing services. However,
not only are these applications manual and user-controlled, but the remote desktop software and desktop
sharing applications also act in a computer-to-computer manner and have computer-wide access. This
is not easily applied to the synchronization among platform dependent applications, such as flight
control and autopilot systems in drones [80], automatic remotely-controlled construction machinery in
smart-grids [151], and co-simulation of heterogeneous production and ERP software in the automotive
industry [13].
In SINk , on the contrary, the notion of access is platform independent and lightweight because it
is application-to-application or interface-to-interface. Furthermore, control and input parameters are
directed automatically into the remote graphical application interfaces residing on the remote computers,
thus synchronizing multiple interfaces and allowing users to need only control a single interface. In
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addition, SINk eliminates the unnecessary need to visually share the desktop views, hence allowing
for significant bandwidth savings by avoiding the real-time encoding and transfer of desktop views,
especially crucial for power-limited mobile devices [85, 97]. Moreover, remote users have no ability
to modify the shared content and resources whatsoever, and are only passively controlling remote
interfaces.
4.3 Design of the Middleware
SINk is implemented through a mapping system as well as a communication system accomplished
through a client/server architecture. The client is installed on the local computer running the local
application and then connects to the server component, which is installed on the remote computer.
During SINk sessions, all corresponding keystrokes and mouse clicks are registered as if the users were
actually sitting in front of the remote computers and performing tasks on the remote interfaces. We
implemented SINk in Java that can be deployed on any platform running Java Virtual Machine (JVM),
including Linux and Windows. Therefore, JVM is a base requirement, making the compiled code
platform-independent. We have designed a list of APIs for the users, such as performing a remote
connection, specifying control attributes, and transferring parameter values.
4.3.1 Middleware Structure
SINk consists of three major components: a local agent (control client) residing on the local machine, a
mapping module, and a remote agent (control server) residing on each remote machine, as illustrated in
Figure 4.2. The local agent communicates with the remote agents through a secure persistent message
exchange communication system. Users’ control inputs are received by the local agent, encoded to a
specific message format, and are then directed to the mapping module.
The mapping module is pre-configured with interface control attributes to provide a particular set of
interface functions on each of the remote interfaces. This happens by performing transformation of local
control inputs on the local platform to remote interface control attributes corresponding to the remote
graphical interfaces on the remote platform, thereby allowing remote synchronization with each remote
interface. This is similar to a remote desktop connection, but it happens automatically and with no need
for sharing the desktop view or visual control with users. The output data originating from the mapping
module consists of control attributes, which are then encrypted with the AES 128-bit symmetric cipher
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Figure 4.2: The overall structure of SINk.
in electronic codebook (ECB) mode, buffered, serialized, and then transferred to the remote agent via
the persistent socket connection. While placement of the mapping module as a centralized module on
the local machine is more convenient for updates, auditing, and security reasons, it is not yet a hard
requirement. The module can be placed separately on each individual remote machine alternatively.
The control messages are deserialized and decrypted once received at the remote agent. Remote
synchronization between the local interface and remote interfaces is performed via interface control
functions in accordance with the control attributes received through the communication channel. Al-
though currently synchronization is only one-way (from local to the remote interfaces), without loss of
generality, SINk can be reconfigured so that changes and results on remote interfaces be synchronized
back and displayed on the local interface for any possible adaptation purposes.
4.3.2 Customized Client-Sever Architecture
From an engineering point of view, unlike a regular client-server connection such as those in chat systems
with the client looping to read the responses, our middleware tool must also support sporadic message
transfer but with no connection termination. However, it also needs to maintain a live and permanent
connection after each transfer in order to incur minimum latency.
To address the requirement above, we customized a low-overhead persistent client-server connection
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Figure 4.3: An example mapping module.
over TCP/IP throughout the running session rather than setting up a new connection for each transfer.
This maintains the stability of the socket connections by initially creating a connection at the beginning
of each session, and occasionally sending a message given the system’s input. To enable that, we wrapped
the client socket connection around a thread, and use a blocking queue to wait for messages. A single
sender queue exists throughout the application, therefore using a singleton pattern. On the other side,
performing a read() function causes the thread to block forever. To address that, we use a special type
of thread that calls a specific method repetitively at specified periods and read time-out that can be
used to post a message, a ping message, every so often, which improves the stability of connections while
also relaxing problems associated with closing the applications due to calling the close() function.
4.3.3 Data Structures and Rules for Mapping
The mapping module works on the principle of key-value store and hashing, composed of a combination
of hash-map and 2-dimensional linked-list data structures, which is used to simulate user interaction
and control the graphical interfaces pre-configured with mouse and keyboard events. To store key-value
pairs, we used the first dimension of the 2D linked-list as a bucket to store key objects corresponding to
encoded user inputs, while the second dimension is used to store values, corresponding to an ordered list
of interface control attributes such as necessary mouse clicks and key presses that must be executed on
the remote interfaces to perform identical actions. Similar to a regular HashMap, the mapping module’s
get(Key k) method calls hashCode method on the key inputs, and applies returned hashValue to its
own static hash function to find a bucket location where keys and values are stored. Figure 4.3 shows
an overview of an example mapping module. For example, the first entry of the map as shown in Figure
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4.3, executes the following chain of events:
1. Move the mouse pointer to a specific 2D coordinate on the display screen (given x and y coordinates
as the horizontal and vertical addresses of any pixel, respectively),
2. Perform a mouse click event on current pointer (we implemented click event as a combination of
mouse left button’s press and release events, with an intermediate delay of 200 ms),
3. Enter a specific value or number in the current position. This requires it to iteratively press
multiple specific keys on the keyboard, and
4. Press the “Enter” key on the keyboard.
Figure 4.4: Interface control
process for an example
horizontal slider bar.
Our implementation of the mapping module imposes a one-time
overhead, and it can be reusable. Therefore, if the application’s user
interface changes considerably, only the mapping module is updated,
incurring minimum cost so the automation does not need to be rewrit-
ten.
The graphical interface control attributes are implemented as a
series of sequential mouse and keyboard events. While many of the
graphical user interface components are elementary actions and are
straightforward to control through events originating from multiple
registered mice and keyboards, such as moving the mouse pointer to a
specific coordinate location, clicking, pressing a key or entering a value,
interesting challenges exist when controlling or adjusting some interface components such as scroll bars
and slider bars. Let’s take a horizontal slider bar for example. To control a slider bar to set a new
value, use of a mouse drag event is infeasible as the initial position of the slider knob is unknown for the
mouse pointer to hover on. While the current position of the slider knob is not known, the coordinates of
minimum or maximum value endpoints are known on the horizontal bar. The design trick to address this
challenging issue is to first move the mouse pointer to the coordinate corresponding to either endpoint,
and then perform mouse clicks multiple times to push the slider pointer on the track towards the specific
endpoint (the maximum number of mouse clicks is deterministic- in our experiments the number was
four). Once the mouse pointer is on the slider knob, a mouse drag event is then performed to move the
knob to the desired pre-determined position corresponding to the desired control value. Figure 4.4 (top
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to bottom) visually illustrates the control process. Although graphical component functions and views
are subject to operating system, design language and layout variants, mouse and keyboard events can
be registered for our control mapping purposes without loss of generality.
4.4 Evaluation
Figure 4.5: Real platform clinical experiments in collaboration with Carle Foundation Hospital [26].
We have evaluated and tested SINk rigorously over our industrial case study conducted in collabo-
ration with Carle Foundation Hospital [26], on a real platform where 138 synchronization requirements
were specified to synchronize two medical simulator software products. The requirements were in-
spected multiple times with developers, researchers, and physicians to ensure that specific functional
requirements are satisfied.
Figure 4.5 shows a sample of our evaluation platform in hospital settings with the two software
interfaces being synchronized. Figure 4.6 illustrates a detailed view of the closed-box simulator software
as the remote interface on the bottom, and the local interface illustrated on the top. The closed-box
software is SimMan’s [22] advanced patient simulator shipped with a laptop running Windows XP,
which controls a SimMan medical manikin used for basic and advanced life Support skill assessment.
The SimMan’s simulator software allows observation, recognition, and modification of most vital signs
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Figure 4.6: Real platform testing (Middle). Local interface (Top). Remote closed-box application (Bottom).
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which are used in emergency medicine, fed directly to the manikin itself as well as a patient monitor.
The local interface likewise, is a patient simulator locally developed for nurses and physicians as a part
of a best practice medical system to perform the most relevant medical interventions according to the
medical guidelines and protocols. The local patient simulator features a simple, user-friendly, and easily-
operated graphical interface with straightforward and uncomplicated control functions to help nurses
and physicians avoid complications of using the SimMan’s patient simulator. As an example, the local
interface incurs a single step including 10 parameters to modify the running heart rhythm, whereas the
SimMan’s patient simulator involves 9 steps, requiring the user to audit 57 different parameters. With
SINk, the input values are only controlled through a single user-friendly interface, and are automatically
synchronized with those corresponding to the SimMan’s simulator, thereby relieving the users from
confusing complications and removing the need to double-enter the input values on a second interface.
All 138 synchronization requirements are accomplished correctly.
Apart from the case study and the important benefits resulting from using SINk, our middleware
was specially regarded for its automation role. Prior to applying our middleware, a technician was
hired to replicate, and manually perform the control functions on the SimMan’s simulator as a way to
synchronize the user-friendly patient simulator with the SimMan’s simulator. Thenceforth, automatic
synchronization was achieved, removing the human from the loop. Overall, we have received positive
feedback from the experts using the middleware. The qualitative feedback we have received is promising,
suggesting the middleware might be applicable to large sets of requirements and extended to domains
such as co-simulation of heterogeneous production and ERP software in the automotive industry [13].
4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we presented SINk, a middleware that performs GUI-driven synchronization automat-
ically, remotely, and without physical access or visual view of remote interfaces, as if users were sitting
right in front of the remote software. We tested and evaluated SINk on a real platform, and showed
that apart from daily personal applications, there are in fact many potential uses of our middleware in
industry services such as medicine and automotive industry that can not be realized by other means.
We are planning to work on an interface attribute recorder that can capture and log interface control
inputs on local interfaces and be fed directly into the mapping module, to strengthen the automation
and the scalability of the middleware. We can also exploit image segmentation and texture recognition
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techniques to learn type and position of graphical components on software interfaces, especially when
aimed at interfaces on power-constrained mobile devices. In the future, we also plan to systematically
evaluate SINk using quantitative metrics.
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Chapter 5
Bandwidth-Compliant Clinical Data
Communication
5.1 Introduction
There is a great divide in emergency medical care between rural and urban areas. The highest death
rates are found in rural counties, which has motivated huge research efforts in recent years to enhance
the safety and effectiveness of patient care especially in these areas. For mobile care and emergency
ambulance patient transport from rural areas to center tertiary hospitals, time to definitive treatment
is critical. During emergency rural patient transport, the real-time monitoring of a patient by the
physicians at the receiving regional center hospital provides vital assistance to the EMT in the ambu-
lance. Such simultaneous monitoring allows the physicians in the center hospital to remotely supervise
the patient in the ambulance and to help follow best treatment practices based on patient’s condition
and clinical multimedia data. These multimedia data are often generated from various clinical sensors,
and include clinical videos, medical images, speech data, voice communication, and vital signs which
overall form a rich clinical multimedia system. These clinical multimedia data are then transmitted
and continuously monitored at the center hospital for diagnosis, best-practice orders and treatments.
To ensure safety and effectiveness of emergency care during such ambulance patient transfer, reliable
and real-time communication is essential. However, the wireless networks along the roads in rural areas
range from 4G to 2G to low speed satellite links, which can result in periods of low fidelity communication
bandwidth. Figure 5.1 illustrates a real-world example. It demonstrates the 4G mobile data coverage
maps along possible routes from a rural hospital located in Hoopeston, Illinois, to the Carle [26] regional
center hospital in Urbana, Ilinois; the darker colors show higher bandwidth. As the map demonstrates,
the roads located in the rural areas manifest varying and often poor communication coverage especially
when compared to coverage in urban areas. Therefore the challenges for transmission of necessary
clinical data may be exaggerated during high-speed ambulance patient transport. The criticality of
clinical data needed for remote supervision also varies as the patient condition may change. As a
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Figure 5.1: Real-world mobile data coverage maps between Hoopeston rural hospital and Carle regional center
hospital (Sprint carrier). Darker colors show higher bandwidth.
result, the semantics relation between limited and dynamically-changing communication bandwidth
and the physiological criticality of communicated clinical multimedia becomes a vital problem which
unfortunately remains unaddressed by prior work.
In this chapter, we propose a bandwidth-compliant criticality-aware system for adaptive transmission
of clinical data in response to varying bandwidths during ambulance patient transport. We use the
concepts of model-driven clinical automata to differentiate the criticality of each category of clinical
data at any given clinical state, and present adaptation techniques to transmit more critical data
with higher fidelity as the disease and clinical states change. Our approach is to selectively choose
appropriate clinical data sampling frequencies given their physiological criticality so that the bandwidth
requirements of clinical multimedia streams best satisfies a limited bandwidth available to an ambulance.
In collaboration with Carle’s ambulance service center, we develop a bandwidth profiler, and use it
as proof of concept to support our experiments. Our preliminary evaluation results show that our
physiology-aware bandwidth-compliant adaptations ensure that most critical patient’s clinical data are
communicated with higher fidelity.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we cover a wide area of background and related
work, and discuss how our system is related to them. In Section 5.3, we discuss real clinical use-cases of
prioritization in emergency acute disease care. Section 5.4 explains our methodology for adaptive clinical
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data management, including the problem definition and the adaptation algorithms. Our evaluation
results are presented in Section 5.5, while in Section 5.6 we conclude the chapter and briefly discuss
possible avenues of future work.
5.2 Background and Related Work
In this section we present different concepts and categories of work relevant to our proposed system.
5.2.1 Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
One of the main approaches for bandwidth saving when bandwidth is limited and dynamically changes
is adaptive streaming. Adaptive streaming in general is a process where the quality of a data stream
is altered in real-time while it is being transmitted. The adaptation of quality is controlled by decision
modules on either the client or the server, and can be the result of adjusting various network or device
metrics. For example, with a decrease in network throughput, adaptation to a lower bitrate may reduce
packet loss and therefore improve the user’s experience.
Researches on adaptive streaming have been mostly applied to video context, and generally range
from network coding, bandwidth detection, and rate determinations [57, 134, 44, 51, 117] to quality
of service and user experience [145, 78, 79]; many also have been applied to video-based tele-medicine
systems [136, 119, 33]. Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) specifically, also known as
MPEG-DASH [139], is probably most prominent example that has been applied in the context of video
streaming. It is an ISO standard that enables adaptive bitrate streaming whereby a client chooses the
video segment with the appropriate bitrate based on its constrained resources such as bandwidth. Some
work studied feasibility of extending DASH into domains other than videos and different variations, such
as adaptive 3D graphics streaming [97, 98], energy-aware DASH [100, 148], and viewport-aware DASH
for adaptive streaming of Virtual Reality (VR) contents [99]. The multimedia content is stored on a
server, and is accompanied by a manifest of the available segments, their various bitrate alternatives,
their URL addresses, and other characteristics.
In this chapter, we extend similar concepts towards clinical domain, and run an initial study to-
wards a physiology-aware DASH. We apply adaptive streaming to the context of clinical multimedia
transmission in emergency patient transport scenarios where a high-speed ambulance en route from a
rural hospital to a center hospital is encountered with limited and variable bandwidth.
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5.2.2 Prioritized and Criticality-Aware Adaptations
Generally the priority of contents being transmitted in a network can have different importance or
criticality given the context or various settings. A large body of work have proposed prioritized ap-
proaches for a differentiated transmission service among contents of various priorities. For example in
[97], and [92] the authors adopted prioritization techniques towards the study of efficiently transmitting
3D contents to resource-limited devices given the importance of various objects in the gaming context.
The authors in [58] applied the concept of prioritization on a multi-user teleconference room equipped
with a static camera capturing the whole room. Similarly, some works in the context of large-scale
immersive systems [95] and [96] studied data prioritization in regards to bandwidth savings. In another
work [112], the authors used similar concepts, and proposed a bitrate allocation approach to minimize
energy consumption in wireless surveillance systems according to event criticality. The authors in [75]
proposed criticality-aware access control policies to control resource access for both critical and non-
critical events within smart spaces. They add a new criticality parameter to measure the urgency of
a critical event. Similarly, in [154], the authors propose a criticality-aware clustering protocol in the
context of wireless sensor networks. In their approach, they keep a criticality threshold for informa-
tion, and if such information is sensed, it is sent with highest priority to the base station. While all
these work employ the concept of prioritization according to contents’ criticality, application of clinical
data prioritization and criticality awareness in the context of clinical and medical domain has remained
unaddressed by the existing work.
The most related work to our system is [66], in which the authors use the notion of prioritization and
criticality awareness for pervasive medical sensor networks. Their model enables different types of access
control decisions and assigns highest priority to critical operations and lowest priority to normal access
control situations. While this work uses criticality awareness in the context of medical domain, their
notion of prioritization is only tied to access control decisions. However, the relation between clinical
multimedia transmission, bandwidth consumption, and criticality of data in various physiological states
has not been addressed heretoforth.
5.2.3 Clinical Optimization
Most existing optimization approaches developed in the clinical domain target high-level algorithmic
clinical practices, and provide optimization in clinical workflow, services, and emergency care manage-
ment. For emergency care for instance, optimized medical best practices have been created for patients
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in major hospitals. The University of Texas’ MD Anderson Cancer Center for example has developed
clinical management algorithms [49] that provides a high-level workflow optimization for diagnosis,
evaluation, and treatment of specific acute diseases. Go¨rlitz et. al. also studied the feasibility of an
optimized stroke manager service concept using a combined service and software engineering approach,
and improved workflow and IT architecture for enhanced post-stroke management [64].
While the proposed concepts in these studies consider requirements for clinical optimizations, they
are mainly designed for well-equipped major medical centers around high-level clinical services, work-
flow, and emergency care management. Many fundamental disease-specific system and pathophysiolog-
ical issues, especially problems associated with communication bandwidth, mobility, and criticality of
clinical data still remain unaddressed.
5.2.4 Executable Clinical Automata
From a medical perspective, physicians are taught organ system function as part of the representation
of disease process. They look for patterns of pathophysiological changes (the change in physiological
measurements as a result of disease) within an organ system to understand organ states. This organ-
centric view of pathophysiological expression also matches medical treatment, which is captured by
best-practice medical workflows. Therefore, our adaptation system is plugged into, and fed with model-
driven executable medical automata including executable best-practice workflow models, and model-
based clinical automata such as disease and organ system automata [93].
Figure 5.2 shows three greatly simplified best-practice automata for stroke that are executed at
a rural hospital (Figure 5.2(a)), an ambulance (Figure 5.2(b)), and at a supervising regional center
hospital (Figure 5.2(c)). The states in each automaton represents different physiological states of an
organ. The physiological changes of patients which result in satisfaction of the condition for a new
organ state causes state transitions within these automata. The state changes can also be driven when
the physicians confirm the new patient and organ states. Possible variances in capabilities, expertise,
and physical environment can cause different levels of abstraction for executable clinical automata and
different sets of generated clinical data at each location. The best-practice models are executed in
real-time, allowing doctors at center hospitals to retrieve necessary clinical multimedia information and
supervise a patient remotely by sending appropriate commands. The engine of our system in this work
is models of executable clinical automata, and we use the concepts of executable automata to model
all clinical components including patient and disease automata. We extend the same concepts towards
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(a) Rural Hospital
(b) Ambulance
(c) Center Hospital
Figure 5.2: An instance of simplified stroke best-practice automata distributed between a rural hospital,
ambulance, and a center hospital.
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communication, and codify bandwidth available to a high-speed ambulance transferring a patient from
a rural hospital to a center hospital as an executable automata. A model-driven communication au-
tomata also allows expert physicians to remotely check and track the communication when necessary.
Our system therefore semantically links the communication bandwidth to other model-driven clinical
components including best-practice workflow automata, disease automata, and organ automata. It
therefore integrates all executable clinical models together and provides model-driven coordination and
synchronization among various clinical components.
In summary, in this chapter we build upon concepts from the aforementioned related work, and
propose bandwidth-compliant prioritized adaptations for efficient delivery of various clinical multime-
dia for emergency care. Our adaptations is applied to the context of emergency patient transport of
acute diseases within a bandwidth-limited high-speed ambulance in regards to the criticality of clinical
data given the patient’s physiological states. The design of our bandwidth-compliant clinical multi-
media adaptation system takes into consideration the variability of priorities within different clinical
components that may impact the emergency care based on interaction among various models of clinical
components. The key components include patient physiological models including disease and organ
models, patient condition models, and models of communication bandwidth. Our proposed system
aims to enhance the effectiveness of emergency patient care from a high-speed ambulance leveraging an
efficient interaction among all clinical models, which all change throughout the transport.
5.3 Prioritization in Emergency Patient Care
Various clinical data can have different priorities depending on the context of specific episodes of acute
patient care transport. We describe acute stroke scenario as a real-world use case to illustrate the
concept. Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2 illustrates the workflow for a stroke patient being transferred from a
rural facility to a regional hospital center. Let’s consider a 70 year old male patient arrives at a rural
hospital and the diagnosis of acute stroke is considered. Initially a CT (Computerized Tomography)
head scan is performed. The CT images are sent electronically to the regional center for interpretation.
At this clinical state, highest priority is devoted to transmission of streams associated with CT images.
The patient’s neurological examination, laboratory data, and vital signs (including heart rate (HR),
blood pressure (BP), oxygenation level) are obtained and sent for the purpose of continuous monitoring.
The diagnosis of an acute stroke is made, and the patient is placed in an ambulance for transport.
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Physicians at the center hospital remotely monitor the physiological models including patient models
and disease models. Models of clinical best practices and communication bandwidth models are also
executed continuously in interaction with each other.
A video camera and microphone in the ambulance, connected to the regional center, is used to
remotely monitor the patient’s status through audio-visual data during ambulance transport. In ac-
cordance with the patient’s physiological models, it is determined that the patient has a hemorrhagic
stroke (bleeding into the brain from blood vessel rupture). In this case, models of clinical best practices
suggest that time of transport is most important. Available bandwidth is used for communication with
specialists at the regional center in case emergency consultation, interventional radiology or surgery is
indicated. The HR, BP, oxygenation, and neurological status are remotely monitored. In these sit-
uations, with higher bandwidth according to the communication bandwidth models, the audio/video
support and therefore, the transmission of audio-visual streams gets very important. However, in the
event of limited bandwidth, the audio-visual monitoring system as well as the transmission of repeated
laboratory data get limited with secondary priority. Highest priority in this situation is maintaining
the patient’s vital signs. The HR and BP in specific must be kept within strict limits. The BP assumes
particular importance if it rises too high (greater than 180/-) or falls too low (less than 90/-) which
are indicated by the physiological models. In accordance with guidance given by best-practice clini-
cal models, audio communication with the center hospital to manage elevated blood pressure assumes
highest priority if BP is greater than 180. This might require the continuous intravenous infusion of
active medications to lower blood pressure in the ambulance, using nicardipine or nitroprusside medi-
cations. Once communication models show availability of higher bandwidth, periodic laboratory data,
treatments for an elevated blood glucose (greater than 350), and the video camera streams can be used
with normal sampling frequency of transmission with higher priority levels.
Now for a different patient, let’s consider a 70 year old male patient who has an ischemic stroke (a
clotted artery reducing blood flow to the brain rather than hemorrhage into the brain itself). In this
case, blood coagulation laboratory data, TEG1 examination, and the early transport treatment with
a clot dissolving medication such as tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) infusion may be recommended
given inputs from the best-practice clinical models. The patient is placed in the ambulance, tPA is
continuously running, and ambulance transport towards the city hospital follows. In the ambulance,
if the patient has stable vital signs based on the current state of physiological models, then priority
1Thromboelastography (TEG) is a method of testing the efficiency of blood coagulation, which helps with timing clot
dissolving therapy.
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Figure 5.3: An example scheme of proposed adaptation approach.
attention is turned to a) the management of the tPA infusion, b) the maintenance of BP within strict
parameters, and c) voice communication for the treatment of complicating factors. The ambulance
crew and regional center physicians work as a team managing the patient’s physiological status and
tPA infusion. In this clinical state, the transmission of BP data, as well as voice communication has
higher priority compared to other clinical data. If there is a state change in the patient’s physiological
models leading to signs of deterioration in the patient’s condition, a complication of the tPA or extension
of the area of brain with limited blood flow is assumed. Therefore, here bandwidth attention turns
to managing the patient’s vital signs, while the clinical data associated with tPA itself, coagulation
values, TEG examination data, and laboratory results are considered secondary importance. Once
patient neurological deterioration is determined on the physiological models, priority is directed to the
vital signs and maintaining oxygenation. Therefore, intubation and artificial ventilation are considered
higher priority, while the laboratory data such as hematocrit (percentage amount of red blood cells in
the blood) have lower priority given the available bandwidth.
5.4 Proposed System
The design of our bandwidth-compliant physiology-aware adaptation system allows for efficient com-
munication of clinical data in regards to the priority inputs from various clinical models while satisfying
a bandwidth budget available to the ambulance. Figure 5.3 shows a visual view of our model-driven
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Figure 5.4: Abstract flow of emergency care manager.
prioritized adaptation system, showcasing an ambulance en route from a rural hospital to a regional
center hospital communicating with the center hospital under a variable and limited bandwidth. The
figure illustrates the notion of how different clinical states within an integrated set of various interact-
ing clinical models can potentially change the priority of necessary clinical data within two consequent
clinical states. It therefore adapts the bandwidth requirement of clinical multimedia to the available
bandwidth. Figure 5.4 shows an abstract overview of our care management process feeding our adap-
tation system. All necessary clinical data including vital signs, audio-visual streams, information of
neurological symptoms, and updates of disease states are monitored by doctors remotely in the center
hospital, new patient physiological state is confirmed, and priority of each clinical data associated with
current clinical state is then updated periodically.
The design of our bandwidth-compliant adaptation system revolves around the notion of model-
driven physiology-aware adaptation and a two-level clinical data prioritization. The priority of each
category of clinical data is considered in regards to the physiological models and the current state of
underlying disease and organ models. A first-level priority is associated with each clinical data which
depend on the disease models and its underlying organ models, and a second-level priority which depends
on the state within each model. Under this prioritization schema, the adaptation system differentiates
among clinical multimedia streams according to their criticality and select suitable adaptation per
clinical multimedia stream for dynamic sampling frequency adjustment and bandwidth management.
We adopt a Physiology-aware Priority Calculator (PPC) module which provides priority of clinical data
at each point from inputs of physicians and nurses at a regional center hospital.
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Figure 5.5: Overview of our proposed system. Clinical data generated at the ambulance are adapted based on
available bandwidth and inputs from a regional center hospital.
Figure 5.5 shows an overview of various modules and processes within our physiology-aware adap-
tation system. As a part of the adaptation system, the bandwidth manager module is devised as the
core of the communication model to determine the current bandwidth budget and the bandwidth con-
tribution of each specific clinical data stream. The information resulted from the bandwidth manager
module is then fed to the main adaptation module. The first-level priority and second-level priority
are integrated together and contribute to a global priority. The bandwidth budget, the clinical data
streams bandwidth feed, along with the global priority are then used to provide adaptation by the
heuristic algorithm that is described in the next subsection. Under the budget-based adaptations,
proper sampling frequency of each clinical multimedia stream for all medical multimedia systems that
generate clinical data (including medical devices and physiological systems) are selectively calculated
and is sent to the sampling frequency adapter module for each medical system. The sampling frequency
adapter then applies the specified sampling frequencies to the medical systems’ buffer manager. The
resulting patient clinical data are then compressed, encoded, scheduled for transmission, serialized, and
streamed to the remote center hospital through the ambulance communication gateway to be finally
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decompressed, decoded, and remotely monitored by the physicians at the center hospital.
The best-practice assistance system including the best-practice automata and physiological automata
including disease and organ state models are run given the patient clinical data inputs received from
the en-route ambulance. The PPC module is then derived by the recommendations from physicians
remotely supervising the EMT at the ambulance. The cycle continues and in parallel the bandwidth
manager monitors the variations in the bandwidth budget and the bandwidth contribution of each
clinical multimedia stream. Transmission of an optimal and efficient bitrate not only reduces the
communication bandwidth requirement, but also less exhausts other limited resources and reduces the
scheduling and transmission delays from buffer, to process, and to model-driven visualization at the
remote center hospital- a fact which is critical especially in remote supervision and emergency care.
5.4.1 Problem Modeling
For selection and transmission of clinical multimedia during emergency ambulance transport, one of
the most significant factors in bandwidth usage is the sampling frequency of clinical multimedia which
corresponds to the volume of data produced for the purpose of remote patient supervision. As discussed
in Section 5.1, communication bandwidth can get very limited in high-speed ambulances transferring
a patient from a rural hospital to a regional, center hospital. Traveling through rural areas further
exacerbates the problem due to the limited cellular data coverage. As discussed in Section 5.3, if the
total bandwidth requirement of the all clinical data does not exceed the available bandwidth at any given
time, then all of them can be transmitted as per standard protocol. If the available bandwidth budget
W is insufficient to transmit all the clinical multimedia streams, then an adaptation technique must
be employed to reduce the bandwidth requirement of clinical data. Each category of clinical telemetry
medical system consumes a specific bandwidth at any given time, and we must decide how to adopt a
proper sampling frequency for each data type given their physiological state-dependent criticality so to
be able to transmit the clinical multimedia streams within the available budget W.
One approach to reducing the bandwidth requirement of communicating clinical data is to transmit
a subset of the required clinical data. This selection scheme is the well-known binary Knapsack opti-
mization problem. The binary Knapsack problem is NP-hard but efficient approximation algorithms
can be utilized (fully polynomial approximation schemes), so this approach is computationally feasible.
However, this method enables to only select a subset of the necessary clinical data types, which is not
safe in the emergency care scenario as all the necessary multimedia streams and physiological informa-
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tion must be transmitted. Our proposed algorithms select all necessary clinical multimedia streams,
but each with different bandwidth requirements according to their priorities. This is a multiple-choice
knapsack problem in which the items (streams) are organized into groups corresponding to the ob-
jects. Each group contains the full-bandwidth clinical multimedia stream corresponding to an object
and lower-bandwidth versions of the same clinical multimedia streams obtained by applying sampling
frequency adaptation. Overall, the goal is to adapt to one proper clinical multimedia stream from each
group within a bandwidth budget W available to an en-route high-speed ambulance.
5.4.2 Adaptation of Clinical Data
As discussed in Section 5.3, one of the important factors to consider clinical data communication is the
criticality of any type of clinical data at any clinical state. The first step in our adaptation approach
is to establish the criticality of each clinical data type within a specific physiological state. Given
the first-level and second-level priorities by the PPC module, the prioritization module classifies the
required clinical data types into four clinical classes of pairs (first-level priority, second-level priority),
namely C11, C12, C21, and C22, with C11 representing the “low”, C12 and C21 the “medium”, and C22
the “high” clinical priority classes.
The optimization problem is to transmit the necessary set of clinical data in a way that maximizes
a total of defined quality of clinical data as a quantitative measure of clinical effectiveness within an
available bandwidth limit. The bandwidth requirement of a specific clinical data stream can be reduced
by reducing the capturing sampling frequency, but as per definition, this also results in a lower quality
of that clinical data type. To take this into account, we ask physicians to define a maximum sampling
frequency scaling called Rmax which is the maximum reduction in clinical data sampling frequency
that is acceptable for the remote physicians. In this initial study, we assume that the quality of clinical
data for a specific clinical multimedia stream is a function of its bandwidth requirement (with maximum
quality of clinical data corresponding to minimum sampling frequency reduction) and its global priority.
Without loss of generality and to enable a robust quantitative modeling in the simulation environment,
we use the product of consumed bandwidth and global priority as the simplest function as the measure
for quality of clinical data to start. For example, a clinical data stream τi of original bandwidth sτi
with sampling frequency scaling factor ri (therefore, the resulting sampling frequencies are factorials
of the medical system’s sampling rate and require no interpolation processing while sending data), and
global priority of pτi contributes to the quality of clinical data sτi × pτi × ri. Our objective here is to
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Algorithm 1: Compromise
T : prioritized list of clinical data sorted from smallest to largest global priority
τi: clinical data with original bandwidth requirement of sτi
xi: adapted clinical data with bandwidth requirement of sxi
Rmax = 1/c
k: maximum reduction of sampling frequency
Calculate W0 =
∑
sτi ×Rmax %comment: minimum bandwidth requirement of all clinical data
∀τi ∈ T : sxi ← sτi ×Rmax %comment: apply Rmax to all τi’s.
while sτi × (1−Rmax) ≤Wi−1 do
%comment: i=1 initially.
sxi ← sτi
Wi ←Wi−1 − sτi × (1−Rmax)
i← i+ 1 %comment: adapt the sampling frequency of next clinical data
end while
%comment above loop repeats until some clinical data τ` cannot be received at original bandwidth
within the remaining bandwidth budget W`−1.
`← i %comment: resulting from above loop.
Find minimum rl = 1/c
l such that
sτ` × rl ≤W`−1 + (sτ` ×Rmax) %comment: determine the maximum bandwidth at which τ` can e
received by calculating the minimum bandwidth reduction r`.
sx` ← sτ` × rl %comment: adapt τ` and calculate sx`
apply sampling frequency scaling for sets of clinical data in a way that maximizes the total quality of
clinical data subject to the constraints of the bandwidth budget W at any given time and maximum
sampling frequency reduction Rmax.
5.4.3 Proposed Solutions
There are n clinical data types T = {τ1, τ2, . . . , τn}, and each τh ∈ T has an original bandwidth
requirement of sτh , and a global priority or criticality pτh . The quality of clinical data τh is qτh =
pτh×sτh . The total travel time for which adaptations are done is T , and the available bandwidth limits
the total bandwidth requirement of the clinical data that must be transmitted to the regional center
hospital to W .
Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, be the set of clinical data that are transmitted to the regional center
hospital. Each xi ∈ X corresponds to an original clinical data τi ∈ T with a global priority pxi = pτi .
The bandwidth requirement of a specific clinical multimedia stream xi ∈ X is the original bandwidth
requirement of the clinical multimedia stream τi ∈ T scaled by a factor of cri for some 0 ≤ ri ≤ k and
constant c where Rmax = 1/c
k is specified by the physicians as the maximum reduction of sampling
frequency clinically. Our choice of a scaling factor of cri was motivated by the systems based on
Distributed Hash Table such as Chord [140] in which the distance between a node and its fingers
increases exponentially. So, the bandwidth requirement of clinical data xi is sxi =
sτi
cri , and the quality
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Algorithm 2: Round-Robin
T : prioritized list of clinical data sorted from smallest to largest global priority
τi: clinical data stream with original bandwidth sτi
xi: adapted clinical data stream with bandwidth sxi
Rmax = 1/c
k: maximum reduction of bandwidth
while
∑
sxi ≤W do
Find maximum j < k such that ri = 1/c
j and
sτi × ri ≤Wi−1 + (sτi ×Rmax) %comment: determine minimum bandwidth reduction ri ≥ Rmax
sxi ← sτi × ri %comment: adapt τi and calculate sxi
i← (i+ 1) % n %comment: adapt the sampling frequency of next clinical data; if the end, start
from the beginning
end while
Algorithm 3: Aggressive
T : prioritized list of clinical data sorted from smallest to largest global priority
τi: clinical data stream with original bandwidth sτi
xi: adapted clinical data stream with bandwidth sxi
Rmax = 1/c
k: maximum reduction of bandwidth
while
∑
sxi ≤W do
repeat
Find maximum j < k such that ri = 1/c
j and
sτi × ri ≥Wi−1 + (sτi ×Rmax) %comment: determine minimum bandwidth reduction ri ≥ Rmax
sxi ← sτi × ri %comment: adapt τi and calculate sxi
until j ≤ k %comment: ri = Rmax
i← i+ 1 %comment: adapt the sampling frequency of next clinical data
end while
of clinical data xi is qxi = pxi × sxi = pτi×sτicri as per our initial definitions.
5.4.4 Heuristic Algorithms
Let S be the total bandwidth requirement of transmitting all clinical multimedia streams, and W be the
available bandwidth at a given point. The physician-defined maximum reduction of sampling frequency
is Rmax = 1/c
k. Let C11 be the class of clinical multimedia streams with the smallest global priority,
and similarly for C12, C21, and C22. For each clinical multimedia stream τi in the list, we calculate
the quality of clinical data qi as described previously. This is the contribution that τi would make to
the average quality of the clinical data for the whole adaptation period if it was received at original
bandwidth. We then calculate Wmin = S×Rmax which is the minimum bandwidth requirement needed
for transmission of all clinical multimedia streams. In the following, assume that Wmin ≤ W so the
unused bandwidth budget is W0 = W −Wmin.
To determine the bandwidth reduction for each clinical data, our main heuristic algorithm (namely
Compromise represented in Algorithm 1) sorts the prioritized list of clinical multimedia streams by
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their global priority from the largest to the smallest. For ease of notation in the following, suppose
that the clinical data streams are re-indexed so that the sorted list of clinical data is τ1, τ2, . . . , τn. If
sτ1×(1−Rmax) ≤W0 then there is enough unused bandwidth to receive τ1 at original full bandwidth, so
the clinical data x1 has sx1 = sτ1 and contributes q1 to the average quality of clinical data. This leaves
an unused bandwidth of W1 = W0−sτ1×(1−Rmax) for the remaining clinical multimedia streams after
x1. The algorithm repeats for τ2, τ3, . . . until some clinical data τ` cannot be transmitted at original
bandwidth within the remaining budget W`−1. It then determines the maximum bandwidth at which
it can be transmitted by calculating the minimum bandwidth reduction r` which similar to Rmax is
a multiplicative inverse (reciprocal) of a power of c such that sτ` × r` ≤ W`−1 + (sτ` × Rmax). The
received clinical data x` will have bandwidth sx` = sτ` ×r` and will contribute q′` to the average quality
of clinical data of the whole adaptation period. The remaining bandwidth budget after transmission
of x` will be W` = W`−1 − (sτ` × r`)). The algorithm repeats this process to determine the available
bandwidth budget and quality contribution for each of the remaining clinical data x`+1, x`+2, . . . , xn.
Finally the total quality of clinical data and other statistics are calculated.
The other two heuristic algorithms (namely Aggressive and Round-Robin) are also represented in
Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 respectively. All our heuristic algorithms run in real-time and incur trivial
overhead during the runtime- a fact necessary for real-time remote monitoring of patients. They are
implemented efficiently in O(nlogn) time and O(n) space and produce solutions very close optimal.
The approximation error depends on the difference between the bandwidth chosen for the first clinical
data that cannot be received at original bandwidth and the remaining bandwidth available to transmit
it. Furthermore, our proposed heuristic algorithms achieve global optimality, and can support dynamic
cases for add or remove of additional clinical data types, clinical models, or physiological states as
well. Also, it should be noted that the adaptive clinical scheme only changes the sampling frequency
but not other metric leading to bandwidth changes of clinical data (such as multimedia compression
ratios). However, our proposed optimization scheme could be adopted in a similar way to controlling
the compression ratio as well.
5.5 Evaluation
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in real world and to facilitate a logical interpre-
tation of the problem to be analyzed, we conducted a communication profiling experiment in a small
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region of hospital health system in Illinois. We took a scenario where a patient is transferred from a
rural hospital to a regional center hospital via a high-speed ambulance, and profiled geo-communication
information including available bandwidth covering major routes from Hoopeston to Urbana as proof of
concept. Hoopeston Health Center (rural hospital) is an integrated part of Carle Foundation Hospital
in Urbana (center hospital), which includes medical clinic based in Hoopeston, Illinois, with multiple
additional clinics serving its surrounding rural communities.
To measure the available bandwidth, we developed a mobile bandwidth profiler application in col-
laboration with Carle Ambulance Service to validate both the variability and limitation of bandwidth
under our bandwidth-compliant prioritized adaptation system. We used Android SDK 25 for develop-
ment, and used Google Nexus 5 smartphone as our profiling platform mounted with 4G LTE ICCID
SIM Cards under 4 major US mobile cellular carriers. Our profiler periodically samples and logs useful
geo-communication information once every 4 seconds, including: a) rate of available bandwidth, b)
timestamp, c) GPS longitude, d) GPS latitude, e) altitude, and f) velocity. To implement the profil-
ing process of bandwidth rates, the profiler client first establishes multiple TCP connections with our
server over port 8080, and continuously retrieves file chunks of 1 megabits for a course of 4 seconds.
Our server is a local HTTP server that we specified to minimize latency and jitter due to congestion
and communication errors. As the chunks are received by the profiler, the profiler requests more file
chunks throughout the fixed duration. The total size of the buffered transfers is then received, and the
download speed is calculated in kbps (1 byte = 0.0078125 kilobits) given the fixed specified duration.
The sampling process ends once the configured amount of duration has been reached. More details in
regards to the development of our profiler and our collected traces are presented in Chapter 6.
Figure 7.2 demonstrates only a single sample of our profiled data, the communication bandwidth
under Sprint cellular network accounting for one of the major routes for a total distance of 53 miles and a
total travel time of 47 minutes. The vertical axis shows the available bandwidth while the horizontal axis
shows the timestamp with each point of data accounting for the four seconds of sampling period. The
figure showcases interesting results to support our assumption of bandwidth variability and limitation.
As can be clearly observed, the results show lower communication bandwidth on rural areas while they
show higher bandwidth as we get closer to the urban area. It can be concluded from the results that
the communication bandwidth along this route can range from as low as a few Kbps to as high as
several Mbps, with most part of the route suffering from very poor communication coverage. The low
communication bandwidth severely limits the amount of clinical data that can be communicated during
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Figure 5.6: A sample of profiled bandwidth rates along a route from Hoopeston rural hospital to Carle center
hospital.
emergency rural patient transport via an ambulance. It should be noted that the average travel speed
during the profiling process was 72 miles per hour to comply with the speed limits. It is expected
that the higher travel speed of an ambulance during an emergency situation further limits the available
communication bandwidth.
To evaluate our proposed adaptation algorithms, we ran 10 experimental tests of simulated clinical
models derived from automata of 30 different physiological states and a maximum of 15 types of various
clinical data required as per each clinical state. We used NIH PhysioNet databases of recorded phys-
iological information needed for clinical data [71]. We classified the criticality of both the states and
clinical data and determined the four priority classes C11, C12, C21, and C22 according to our definitions
in Section 5.4. We calculated performance measurements of our adaptation heuristics, and collected
statistical including the mean and standard deviation of the results. Our performance measure is the
total quality of clinical data according to Section 5.4, which is a measure of the effectiveness of an
approach to maximizing the total of our defined quality of clinical data based on prioritization, with
larger values being more effective. In compliance with both the variability and limitations of the results
of our bandwidth profiling, we ran our experiments with the available bandwidth W set to be different
percentages of S (total of full bandwidth requirements of all clinical data). In particular, we set W to
0.1S, 0.2S, ..., 1.0S corresponding to 10%, 20%, ..., 100% of the total bandwidth of all clinical multime-
dia streams. We set Rmax =
1
ck
as the maximum possible scaling factor, in which we chose c = 2 based
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Figure 5.7: Total quality of clinical data measured for Aggressive, Round-Robin, and Compromise algorithms,
for four priority classes, and two values of Rmax = 1/c
k. (Top-Left) Compromise, k = 4, (Top-Right)
Compromise, k = 6, (Middle-Left) Round-Robin, k = 4, (Middle-Right) Round-Robin, k = 6, (Bottom-Left)
Aggressive, k = 4, (Bottom-Right) Aggressive, k = 6.
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Figure 5.8: Adaptation ratio in terms of bandwidth reduction, measured for four priority classes, and two
values of Rmax = 1/c
k. (Top-Left) Compromise, k = 4, (Top-Right) Compromise, k = 6, (Middle-Left)
Round-Robin, k = 4, (Middle-Right) Round-Robin, k = 6, (Bottom-Left) Aggressive, k = 4, (Bottom-Right)
Aggressive, k = 6.
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Figure 5.9: Average quality per clinical data measured for four priority classes, and two values of Rmax = 1/c
k.
(Top-Left) Compromise, k = 4, (Top-Right) Compromise, k = 6, (Middle-Left) Round-Robin, k = 4,
(Middle-Right) Round-Robin, k = 6, (Bottom-Left) Aggressive, k = 4, (Bottom-Right) Aggressive, k = 6.
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on a trade-off between the different choices of sampling frequencies and a decreasing fine-grained gaps
between two consequent rates, and ran our experiments for two different values of Rmax. In practice,
values of Rmax is prescribed by the physicians at the regional center hospital based on patient’s various
physiological states. We also measured the contribution of each of the four priority classes C11, C12,
C21, and C22 to the total quality of clinical data for all three algorithms.
Figure 5.7 shows the experimental results for normalized total quality of clinical data achieved using
our three adaptation algorithms, and two different values of Rmax = 1/c
k (k = 4 and k = 6). We used
two different tuples (p0, p1, p2), (1,2,2) and (1,3,3), with p1 and p2 showing first-level and second-level
priorities respectively relative to p0 to differentiate the priorities of clinical data in different classes.
We set p0 = 1 to normalize the priorities. As can be seen, the total effectiveness achieved by all
three algorithms increases as the bandwidth increases simply because sampling frequency contributes
to bandwidth which is a component of our definition of quality of clinical data. As the bandwidth
budget increases, there is more space for higher sampling frequencies of clinical data, and therefore
higher clinical bandwidth. Also, the total quality of clinical data increases as the ratio of p1p0 or
p2
p0
increases, confirming that our proposed criticality-aware adaptations noticeably distinguish the more
critical clinical data from the less critical clinical data. Interestingly, it can be concluded that ratios
between the smallest and largest priorities that are larger than 1:3 are not likely to be effective. Also,
the graphs demonstrate lowest gain in the total quality of clinical data in ranges other than 50% to
70% of the bandwidth percentile, suggesting the ranges where our adaptations can be most effective.
Figure 5.8 shows the results for average bandwidth reduction in terms of how much the sampling
frequency adaptations scaled down the bandwidth, given the equation
Adaptation Ratio =
Total quality of clinical data after adaptation
Total quality of clinical data before adaptation
measured for four different pairs indicating each clinical priority classes, and two different values
of Rmax = 1/c
k (k = 4 and k = 6). As can be seen, the higher Rmax results in more bandwidth
reduction for clinical data in C11 (corresponding to the less critical class), while preserving more of the
full-bandwidth clinical multimedia streams in C22 (corresponding to the more critical class). Clearly the
larger values of Rmax work better for situations with lower communication bandwidth. Also, similar to
the total quality of clinical data, these figures suggest two points. Firstly, the adaptation ratio increases
as the available bandwidth increases. Secondly, the diagram of C22 shows larger adaptation ratio
compared to C11, confirming that our proposed adaptations noticeably distinguish the more critical
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clinical data from the less critical clinical data, with Aggressive and Round-Robin causing the most,
and the least differentiation, respectively, as compared to a compromise and fair differentiation resulted
by Compromise.
Figure 5.9 shows normalized average quality of clinical data per each clinical data for the same set
of experiments. The diagrams confirm the conclusions derived from Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. As can
be seen, the diagram of C22 shows larger values compared to the other priority classes. It is worth
mentioning that our adaptations carry maximum effectiveness when all the clinical data in C11 are
adapted by Rmax, and none of the clinical data in C22 are adapted. This specific point is considered as
the peak of quality of clinical data. As our approach adapts the clinical data in C22, the gain in quality
of clinical data brought by our approach is being decreased.
Overall, although our prioritized bandwidth-compliant clinical data adaptations do provide degra-
dation in clinical data sampling frequencies in general, considering the communication bandwidth con-
straints in emergency rural ambulance transport, it is reasonable to believe that the medical community
would make this small sacrifice in less-critical clinical data in exchange for respecting higher bandwidth
for more critical clinical data using our adaptations system. In the next chapter, we will discuss our
profiling process and our collected bandwidth traces.
5.6 Conclusion and Future Work
Use of telecommunication technologies can enhance effectiveness and safety of emergency ambulance
transport of a patient from rural areas to a regional center hospital. It enables remote monitoring
of the patient by the physicians at the center hospital which provides vital assistance to the EMT to
associate best treatments. However, the communication along the roads in rural areas range from 4G
to 2G to low speed satellite links. This variable and limited communication bandwidth together with
the produced mass of clinical data pose a major challenge in real-time supervision of patients.
In this chapter, we proposed bandwidth-compliant prioritized adaptation techniques to manage
transmission of massive clinical data during ambulance transport with limited bandwidths. We use the
concepts of model-driven clinical automata, and exploit the semantics relation of limited communication
bandwidth with criticality of clinical data in a physiology-aware manner. In collaboration with Carle
Foundation Hospital, we developed a profiler, and profiled the communication bandwidth for a realistic
emergency rural ambulance transport to support our experiments. Our initial evaluation results show
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that our adaptations can improve the effectiveness of emergency care by transferring the most critical
clinical information given the limited bandwidth.
In the future, a possibility is to derive a more sophisticated measures of quality of clinical data and
integrate our objective function with subjective clinical metrics. Another possible avenue of research can
be to add transmission time into the formulation of our adaptations, and propose scheduling algorithms
aimed to minimize the transmission delays of clinical data.
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Chapter 6
Geo-Communication Profiling and
Dataset
6.1 Introduction
Use of mobile communication technologies allows the physicians in the center hospital to remotely su-
pervise the patient in the ambulance and assist the EMT to follow best treatment practices based on
patient’s clinical states. Unfortunately, remote monitoring of patients involves real-time transmission
of various clinical data including videos, medical images, and vital signs, which requires use of mobile
network with high-fidelity communication bandwidth. However, the wireless networks along the roads
in rural areas range from 4G to 2G to low speed satellite links with high degree of bandwidth fluctua-
tions, which poses a significant challenge to transmit critical clinical data. The problem is exacerbated
particularly in the high mobility scenarios of high-speed ambulances. Therefore, ensuring proper QoS
especially for the life-critical and bandwidth-sensitive tele-medicine applications becomes crucial.
In this chapter, we follow our adaptive clinical data communication presented in Chapter 5, and
present our geo-communication dataset that we obtained from extensive profiling of multiple mobile car-
riers in Illinois. We are mainly motivated by the bandwidth fluctuations and the high QoS requirement
of remote monitoring of patients during high-speed ambulance transport and the high mortality rate of
patients in Illinois’s rural environment. In collaboration with Carle Foundation Hospital [26] in Urbana,
we developed a profiler, and profiled various geo-communication information for a realistic emergency
ambulance transport targeting a large rural area in Illinois, from Hoopeston’s Regional Hospital [4] to
the Carle’s center hospital in Urbana. Hoopeston Regional Health Center (rural hospital) is an inte-
grated part of Carle Foundation Hospital in Urbana (center hospital), which includes medical clinic
based in Hoopeston, Illinois, with multiple additional clinics serving its surrounding rural communities.
Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5 illustrates a real-world geographical map of our experimental region with mo-
bile data coverage map, with darker colors showing higher bandwidth. Our geo-communication dataset
includes profiling of 4 major mobile carriers in the US through continuous sampling of communication
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bandwidths (download and upload rates), GPS coordinates, GPS accuracy, altitude, and vehicle’s ve-
locity and bearing. Our dataset is particularly useful to support remote monitoring of patients and
the various clinical data communication issues during high-speed ambulance transport in large rural
hospital settings. Insights obtained from our dataset can be crucial in improving the effectiveness of
patient care, for example through adaptive selection of best transport routes, adaptive adjustment
of ambulance velocity, or adaptive transmission of various clinical multimedia in response to changes
in patients’ clinical states and bandwidth conditions. Our dataset is particularly useful for research
groups intersecting with mobile and wireless communications, multimedia streaming, and tele-medicine
sub-divisions. Apart from personal and research purposes, our dataset has real-world applications in
ambulance services especially in emergency scenarios. We are planning to use our dataset to validate
our adaptive clinical data transmission system that will serve at central and southern Illinois with 1.2
million people.
Our dataset is unique in the sense that:
• It specifically targets mobile healthcare communication in emergency ambulance services, with
the main goal of enhancing remote patient monitoring through adaptive clinical multimedia.
• It includes profiling of a large rural environment and rural Illinois in specific with almost 54,000
samples, with a real clinical use-case and hospital collaboration.
• Prior datasets separately covered measurements of individual geo-communication information,
whereas in our dataset we profile a comprehensive and integrated set of fields as a single dataset.
• Our communication traces is collected through profiling of 4 different mobile carriers as opposed
to only one.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous geo-communication dataset covering all these
four contributions at the same time.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we cover some related work and discuss a
real clinical use-case in emergency ambulance transport where our dataset can be employed. Section
6.3 explains the design of our geo-communication profiler and the structure of the measurements, and
present a sample of our dataset measurements. We finally conclude the chapter in Section 6.4 and
provide a brief discussion of the work.
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6.2 Background and Related Work
There has been a large body of work done around capturing datasets targeting various network and
location services. In [114] presented a dataset used for Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH). Their DASH dataset includes metadata for media presentations, providing insights on the
advantages as well as problems of various video segment lengths. For a similar application, in [113] the
authors present a distributed dataset for the DASH standard which is mirrored at different sites within
Europe. The dataset was mainly used for simulation of switching between different content delivery
networks.
There are also a large body of work using location-based datasets, however, not necessarily generat-
ing such datasets per se. These works are mostly using outdoor movements with GPS traces targeting
various applications, including sharing of travel experiences [55, 27], personalized travel recommenda-
tions [159], life logging [158], user speed estimation [34], detection of taxi trajectory anomalies [157]
and analyzing sports activities [28].
Probably the most related set of traces to our dataset is [130]. In [130], the authors presented
measurements of network throughput when adaptive HTTP streaming is performed over 3G networks
using mobile devices. They used popular commute routes in Oslo, Norway under different types of
public transportation (metro, tram, train, bus and ferry) for profiling of network behavior. Their log
provides the GPS coordinates and the number of bytes downloaded for every second in the route.
In our previous work [93], we proposed an adaptive clinical communication architecture, and designed
a physiological message-exchange architecture for emergency patient transport from a rural hospital to a
regional center hospital. Our collection of traces in this dataset follows our previous chapters to support
and validate the design of our physiology-aware message-exchange architecture and data communication
system.
6.2.1 Real-World Clinical Use-Case
Let’s elaborate on emergency care for acute diseases as real-world use cases and illustrate how geo-
communication information especially communication bandwidth can get crucial within the context of
an ambulance transport. To clarify the concepts, we take acute stroke care being practiced at Carle’s
hospital networks as a real-world example of emergency rural ambulance transport.
Stroke is the third leading cause of death and the first leading cause of disability in the United
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States [149]. In addition, stroke patients are often elderly (in fact, 65% to 72% stroke patients are
over age 65 [47]) who may need the highest communication requirement for remote monitoring due
to complicating medical factors. Furthermore, some effective stroke treatment medications have strict
implementation guidelines; these may begin at the remote facility and continue through ambulance
transport to the receiving regional hospital center. Overall, different factors and features may take
priority when considering limited communication coverage and bandwidth availability.
Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2 illustrates the workflow for a stroke patient being transferred from a rural
facility to a regional hospital center. Let’s consider a 70 year old male patient arrives at a rural
hospital and the diagnosis of acute stroke is considered. A CT (Computerized Tomography) head scan
is performed. The CT images are sent electronically to the regional center for interpretation. At this
clinical state, transmission of streams associated with CT images has highest priority. The patient’s
neurological examination, laboratory data, and vital signs including heart rate (HR), blood pressure
(BP), oxygenation level are obtained and sent for the purpose of continuous monitoring. The diagnosis
of an acute stroke is made, and the patient is placed in an ambulance for transport with physicians at
the center hospital remotely monitoring the patient.
A video camera and microphone in the ambulance, connected to the regional center, is used to
remotely monitor the patient’s physiological status en route. It is determined that the patient has
a hemorrhagic stroke (bleeding into the brain from blood vessel rupture). In this case, clinical best
practices suggest that time of transport gets most important. Available bandwidth is used for commu-
nication with specialists at the regional center in case emergency consultation, interventional radiology
or surgery is indicated. The HR, BP, oxygenation, and neurological status are remotely monitored. In
these situations, with higher bandwidth, the audio/video support and therefore, the transmission of
audio-visual streams gets very important. However, in the event of limited bandwidth, the audio-visual
monitoring system as well as the transmission of repeated laboratory data gets limited with secondary
priority. Highest priority in this situation is maintaining the patient’s vital signs. The HR and BP
in specific must be kept within strict limits. The BP assumes particular importance if it rises too
high (greater than 180/-) or falls too low (less than 90/-) which are indicated by the physiological
models. In accordance with guidance given by best-practice received, audio communication with the
center hospital to manage elevated blood pressure assumes highest priority if BP is greater than 180.
This might require the continuous intravenous infusion of active medications to lower blood pressure in
the ambulance, using nicardipine or nitroprusside medications where vigorous real-time monitoring is
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Figure 6.1: Abstract road maps of our profiled region.
needed. Once higher communication bandwidth is available, periodic laboratory data, treatments for
an elevated blood glucose (greater than 350), and the video camera streams can be transmitted with
normal transmission frequency. Overall, a continuous and high-fidelity communication coverage gets
crucial depending on how critical remote monitoring can be. Use of geo-communication information
therefore can provide extremely useful insights on ensuring higher QoS for remote monitoring through
either adaptively selecting best routes for ambulance transport, adapting the clinical data transmission
rate, or even adjusting ambulance velocity in response to changes in patients’ physiological states and
bandwidth conditions.
6.3 System Design and Structure
To collect our geo-communication traces, we conducted our profiling experiments for major routes within
rural hospital settings to assess the effectiveness and to facilitate analyzing a logical interpretation of
how our physiological communication architecture works in real world. We collected almost 54,000
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Table 6.1: An example set of 5 consecutive geo-communication traces (Sprint)
Timestamp DL UL Longitude Latitude Acc. Alt. Vel. Bearing
100 1192.1749 971.52216 40.459123 -88.070278 14 193.0 28.75 91.1
101 566.8956 932.59045 40.459017 -88.066069 13 189.0 30.0 90.7
102 834.95325 1560.9518 40.459028 -88.063833 11 195.0 30.75 90.6
103 1192.1749 971.52216 40.459123 -88.070278 14 193.0 28.75 91.1
104 878.0356 1117.8868 40.459036 -88.062363 11 197.0 30.75 90.3
samples in 4 trips under 4 major US cellular carriers, by driving through two major routes covering a
large rural hospital environment in Illinois, from Hoopeston’s rural hospital to Carle’s center hospital
in Urbana. Figure 6.1 illustrates the geographical trajectories of the two profiled routes.
6.3.1 Profiler Development
Figure 6.2: A screenshot of our developed
geo-communication profiler.
To collect our geo-communication information, we devel-
oped a mobile geo-communication profiler application in
collaboration with Carle Ambulance Service [26]. We used
Android SDK 25 for development, and used Google Nexus 5
and Google Nexus 5X smartphones as our profiling platform
mounted with 4G LTE ICCID SIM Cards under 4 major
cellular carriers in the US: Sprint, AT& T, T-Mobile, and
Verizon.
Figure 6.2 shows a screenshot of our developed geo-
commun-ication profiler. Our profiler periodically samples
and logs various useful geo-communication information once
every 4 seconds (2 seconds dedicated for download rates and
2 seconds for upload rates). The profiled geo-communication
information includes: a) timestamp, b) downlink band-
width, c) uplink bandwidth, d) GPS longitude, e) GPS lat-
itude, f) GPS accuracy, g) altitude, h) velocity, and i) bear-
ing (the bearing from the source to the destination location in degrees east of the true north). All traces
were stored locally on the profiling device and were collected at the end of each experiments. Table 6.1
shows 5 consecutive samples of our dataset, containing values for each of these fields respectively.
To implement the profiling process for downlink rates, we followed a similar approach to Ookla’s
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Figure 6.3: CDF of bandwidth traces for two samples.
SpeetTest [29]. our profiler client first establishes multiple TCP connections with our server over port
8080, and continuously retrieves file chunks of 1 megabits (Mb) for a course of 2 seconds. Our server is
a HTTP server that we specified to minimize latency and jitter due to congestion and communication
errors. As the chunks are received by the profiler, the profiler requests more file chunks throughout
the fixed duration. The total size of the buffered transfers is then received, and the download rate
is calculated in kbps (1 byte = 0.0078125 kilobits) given the fixed specified duration. The sampling
process ends once the configured amount of duration has been reached. For uplink measurements, our
profiling works in a similar way. The profiler client first establishes multiple TCP connections with our
local server over port 8080, and continuously sends chunks of random generated data in uniform sizes
for a course of 2 seconds. The data are then pushed via POST method to the server-side PHP script
that we have developed and placed on our server. As the chunks are received by the server, the profiler
sends more file chunks throughout the fixed duration. The profiler then retrieves the total size of the
buffered transfers, and the uplink rate is calculated given the fixed duration. Similar to the downlink
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Figure 6.4: A sample of our collected geo-communication traces from Hoopeston rural hospital to Carle center
hospital.
process, the uplink sampling process ends once the configured amount of duration has been reached.
6.3.2 Analysis of Traces
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 demonstrate only a small subset of our dataset under Sprint cellular network, pre-
senting a subset of all our profiled communication and geographical information. Figure 6.4 (Top-Left)
and (Middle-Left) show the downlink and uplink bandwidths for the longer route shown in Figure 6.1
(Top). For the purpose of comparisons, Figure 6.4 (Top-Right) and (Middle-Right) show the downlink
and uplink bandwidth for the shorter route shown in Figure 6.1 (Bottom). The vertical axis in all these
four figures shows the available bandwidth in Kbps while the horizontal axis shows the timestamp with
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each point of data accounting for the four seconds of sampling period. The figures showcase interesting
results to support our assumption of bandwidth variability and limitation. As can be clearly observed in
all four figures, overall the results show lower communication bandwidth on rural areas while they show
higher bandwidth as we get closer to the urban areas. It can clearly be seen that the communication
bandwidth along both routes can range from as low as a few Kbps to a few Mbps, with most part of the
routes suffering from very poor communication coverage, and some parts, especially in the shorter route,
with no communication coverage. In Figure 6.3, we present the empirical CDFs of downlink bandwidth
in both routes to better illustrate the concept of limited bandwidth. As can also be seen here, more
than half of the both routes suffer bandwidth rates of less than 1000 Kbps, with almost %17-%23 of
the traces showing no data coverage (0 Kbps). The low communication bandwidth severely limits the
remote monitoring capability and therefore, transmission of clinical multimedia that can be communi-
cated during emergency ambulance patient transport in rural areas. As can be witnessed, interestingly
while the route shown in Figure 6.1 (Bottom) is shorter with less transport duration, it involves more
vigorous communication breakage, making it more suitable for emergency scenarios where transport
duration is of higher criticality than the remote monitoring. On the contrary, the longer route shown in
Figure 6.1 (Top) shows better coverage and more continuous communication coverage in spite of longer
transport duration, which makes it more suitable for emergency ambulance transports where remote
monitoring becomes more critical. This particular information can provide useful insights on designing
a disease-aware scheduler for next-generation ambulance dispatch centers which can assist ambulances
pick the best route when continuous network coverage is critically needed for real-time monitoring
of patients. Our envisioned disease-aware ambulance dispatch scheduler will seek trade-offs in travel
duration and availability of continuous network coverage during an emergency ambulance transport.
Figure 6.4 (Bottom-Left) illustrates the altitude distribution in meters for the route shown in Figure
6.1 (Top). It shows the variance in altitude in our experimental regions is low (standard deviation of
%5.8), interestingly proving the fact that Illinois is mostly flat prairie and hill-less plains, in fact the
second flattest state on mainland [31]. Figure 6.4 (Bottom-Right) illustrates the vehicle’s velocity traces
during that specific instance of profiling. The average travel speed during the profiling process was 27.93
meters per second (62.5 miles per hour). It is expected that the higher travel speed of an ambulance
during an emergency situation can further limit the available communication bandwidth.
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6.4 Conclusion and Discussion
Use of telecommunication technologies for remote monitoring of patients can enhance effectiveness and
safety of emergency ambulance transport from rural areas to a regional center hospital. However, the
communication along the roads in rural areas can be as low as a few Kbps, with some parts with
no communication coverage. This bandwidth fluctuations together with the real-time communication
of various clinical multimedia can pose a major challenge in remote supervision of patients. Use of
geographical and communication statistics can therefore assist the EMT to associate best treatments
through a better prediction of the communication behavior and help them take proper actions during
emergency ambulance transport.
In this chapter, we present a geo-communication dataset from extensive profiling of multiple mobile
carriers in a large rural area in Illinois, from Hoopeston to Urbana. In collaboration with Carle Am-
bulance Service, we developed a profiler, and collected almost 54,000 samples of various geographical
and communication traces targeting a realistic emergency rural ambulance transport. Our dataset is
particularly useful to support remote monitoring of patients in large rural hospital settings. It further
provides insights on ensuring higher QoS for remote monitoring of patients through adaptively selecting
best routes, adaptive transmission of most critical clinical multimedia data, or adjusting ambulance
velocity in response to changes in patients’ clinical states and bandwidth conditions.
Our dataset is available online for research community, and can be useful for various research com-
munities especially those targeting tele-medicine and emergency services in remote areas such as those
seen in emergency rural ambulance transport. We believe our traces have high potentials in improv-
ing the safety and effectiveness of emergency patient care in major rural hospital settings, urban and
suburban, as well as military settings, as it was useful for our real-world use-case in Carle’s Ambulance
Service in Illinois region. We are planning to use our dataset to validate our adaptive clinical data
transmission system that will serve at central and southern Illinois with 1.2 million people.
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Chapter 7
Physiology-Aware Ambulance
Routing
Patient monitoring during emergency ambulance transport from rural areas to center tertiary hospitals
requires reliable and real-time communication. This allows the physician experts in the center hospital
to remotely supervise the patient in the ambulance and assist the EMT to follow best treatment practices
based on patient’s physiological state. Unfortunately, remote monitoring of patients with critical illness
involves real-time transmission of vital signs, graphs, and medical data, and relies on the presense of
mobile network with high-fidelity communication. However, the wireless networks along the roads in
rural areas can range irregularly from 4G to low speed 2G links, including some routes with cellular
network communication breakage and only low speed satellite links [101]. Due to the lack of access
to satellite links, we do not address them in this paper. However, the technology presented in this
paper can be easily extended to address satellite link. This poses a significant challenge for real-time
monitoring of patients in an ambulance, therefore compromising the safety of patient care. The problem
is exacerbated particularly in the high mobility scenarios of high-speed ambulances. Therefore, ensuring
proper network QoS for the life-critical and communication-sensitive remote care especially for patients
with acute diseases becomes crucial.
In this study, on one hand we are motivated by the higher mortality rate of patients in Illinois’s
rural areas, and on the other hand mainly by the high-fidelity communication requirements of remote
patient monitoring and communication breakage in parts of rural routes during high-speed ambulance
transport. Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5 illustrates a real-world geographical map of our experimental region,
illustrating 4G mobile data coverage along routes from Hoopeston to Urbana. The maps show varying
communication coverage along routes, with some parts suffering communication breakage. From a pa-
tient care perspective, transport during critical illness can make route selection patient state dependent.
Depending on the type of illness, prompt decisions which weigh a longer more secure bandwidth route
versus a shorter, more rapid route with less secure bandwidth must be made. Also, the deadline of the
patient transfer is the maximal time that the patient’s condition can be kept stable in the ambulance.
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Since the emergency treatment supervised by remote regional center hospital may effectively extend
the transfer deadline, the trade-off between proper route selection and the quality of wireless commu-
nication along transport routes becomes an important optimization problem which unfortunately have
been neglected by prior work.
In this chapter, we propose a novel physiology-aware route scheduling approach for emergency
ambulance transport of patients, especially those in rural areas with acute, high risk diseases in need
of continuous remote monitoring. Our physiology-aware route scheduling algorithms aims to select the
most optimum route for an en-route ambulance depending on the underlying disease and the criticality
of real-time continuous monitoring of patients. We mathematically model the problem into an NP-
hard graph theory problem, and approximate a solution based on a trade-off between communication
coverage and shortest path in a road network graph. We profile communication along two major routes
in a large rural hospital settings in Illinois, and use the collected traces to validate our concept. We
preliminary develop our algorithms and evaluate the performance at scale. Our approach is particularly
useful to enhance the remote monitoring of patients during high-speed ambulance transport in large
rural hospital settings. Our methodology is particularly useful for research groups intersecting with
mobile and wireless communications and tele-medicine sub-divisions, and has real-world applications
in ambulance dispatch centers especially those targeting emergencies in rural environment. We are
planning to validate our adaptive physiology-aware route scheduling system that will serve at central
and southern Illinois with 1.2 million people.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1, we cover some related work and discuss a
real clinical use-case for disease-aware ambulance routing. Section 7.2 explains our methodology and
algorithms. In Section 7.3, we present our preliminary evaluation experiments, while we conclude the
chapter in Section 7.4.
7.1 Background
In this chapter, we discuss some related work and provide background information about a real clinical
use-case for disease-aware ambulance routing.
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7.1.1 Related Work
There has been a body of work addressing problem of ambulance and medical facility allocation and
scheduling. In [61] for example, the authors address the problem of allocating ambulances to stations
which are distributed throughout a geographical region, aimed to maximize the expected coverage
in overall. The core of their decision method is basically crew-shift assignment to allocate crews to
shift, based on the maximum number of work hours that can be managed. Similarly, the authors
in [59] discuss the problem of locating a fleet of ambulances in a given region so that the overall
service time is maximized. They model the service time as the coverage of requests by the available
ambulance crews. In [102], the authors considered the problem of ambulance allocation to various
stations to provide coverage for a given region, assuming that the travel times from a station to the
demand location is followed by a specific distribution. In [36], the problem of forecasting the ambulance
requests and distributing their working hours is being defined. The authors propose a systematic
optimization approach for ambulance scheduling, and discuss how their method can lead to savings
and improvement of technicians’ schedules. In a similar domain, a wide range of literature review
such as [138], [37], [50], [133], and [155] defined the concept of coverage for emergency facilities, and
discussed how it relates to service time, requests, location and re-location in various ways. [48] and
[116] provide a literature review on coverage and optimization models for emergency facility location
and planning. However, while interesting, none of previous work discuss the problem of emergency
ambulance routing in correspondence with communication QoS. Furthermore, previous work mainly
discuss a general view of the problem from allocation and optimization, and do not consider the context
of medicine. Unfortunately, a relation between routing and disease awareness especially in regards to
real-time continuous monitoring has been left unaddressed. Our work in fact complements the previous
work by filling the details by proposing scheduling and optimization techniques when a particular service
demand (e.g. emergency patient transport) is specifically assigned to a single ambulance.
Due to the recent popularity of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET), another set of works such as
[39], [40], and [41] to enumerate a few, focused on the applications of VANET in vehicle routing. The
focus of these work is mainly proposing a location-based routing protocol to send information from a
source to a destination by performing road selection from a junction to the neighbor junction. These
approaches however, not only are general to all moving vehicles and do not consider the emergency
requirements of remote care and ambulance patient transfer, but also they focus on position and traffic
for data forwarding as opposed to communication coverage for the purpose of road selection. Further-
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more, the formulations in these work are based on static topology and employment of oﬄine processes,
and therefore topology changes and dynamism are not introduced. Bhoi and Khilar in their work [38]
developed a system called VehiHealth used for vehicular communication to transfer data from a source
to destination. While their target vehicle is an ambulance and their goal is to provide quick emergency
consultancy to save a patient’s life, their approach is focused on information and data forwarding which
differs from our work on route selection and scheduling.
7.1.2 Real-World Medical Use-cases
Let’s elaborate on emergency care for an acute disease as a real-world use-case and illustrate how
ambulance routing can get crucial within the context of remote monitoring. To clarify the concepts,
we take acute stroke care being practiced at Carle’s hospital networks [26] as a real-world example of
emergency rural ambulance transport.
Stroke is the third leading cause of death and the first leading cause of disability in the United
States [149, 93]. In addition, stroke patients are often elderly (in fact, 65% to 72% stroke patients
are over age 65 [47]) who may need the highest communication requirement for remote monitoring
due to complicating medical factors. Furthermore, some effective stroke treatment medications have
strict remote monitoring implementation guidelines [70, 132]; these may begin at the remote facility
and continue through ambulance transport to the receiving regional hospital center. Overall, real-time
and continuous remote monitoring may take priority depending on type and state of stroke.
Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2 illustrates the workflow for a stroke patient being transferred from a rural
facility to a regional hospital center. Let’s consider a patient arrives at a rural hospital and the diagnosis
of acute stroke is considered. A CT (Computerized Tomography) head scan is performed. The CT
images as well as patient’s initial neurological examination, laboratory data, and vital signs including
heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), and oxygenation level are sent electronically to the regional
center for interpretation. The diagnosis of an acute stroke is then made, and patient is placed in the
ambulance for transport to the regional center hospital.
For the first scenario, with consultation with regional hospital it is determined that the patient has
a hemorrhagic stroke (bleeding into the brain from blood vessel rupture), initially manageable in the
ambulance. There is noted once in the ambulance a slight deterioration in patient state. In this case,
time of transport gets most important. The regional center has the neurological team ready on call to
take the patient to radiology, to try to identify the aneurysm and place a stent in the artery to control
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Figure 7.1: An example planar graph model. (Left) The initial abstract graph with partial communication on
edges. (Right) The transformed graph model with added nodes (highlighted) and each edge having a single
communication label.
the hemorrhage. As a result, real-time continuous monitoring gets second priority and ambulance must
take the shorter route for fastest transport.
For another scenario, after communication with experts at the remote regional hospital and coagula-
tion lab studies, the patient shows signs of an ischemic stroke. There is no medical contradictions, TPA
is begun and continued onboard the ambulance, and the HR, BP, oxygenation, and neurological status
are remotely monitored. With ischemic stroke, highest priority is maintaining the patient’s vital signs.
The HR and BP in specific must be kept within strict limits. The BP assumes particular importance
if it rises too high (greater than 180/-) or falls too low (less than 90/-). Vigorous real-time monitoring
o continuous intravenous infusion of active medications to lower blood pressure using nicardipine or
nitroprusside medications is required during transport. In this case, time is not critical, and in the face
of stable patient and vital signs, the network connection becomes most critical. Precise monitoring and
management of BP, TPA, and oxygenation (O2 saturation) is necessary if brain condition deteriorates
[132, 135]. As a result, the ambulance may take the longer route, but more secure with coverage to
assist EMT manage change in patient state in accordance with guidance from remote physicians.
Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6 illustrates the geographical trajectories of the two major routes from Hoope-
ston’s rural hospital to Carle regional hospital in Urbana. Figure 6.1 (Top) illustrates a longer route,
but with higher-fidelity communication and more secure coverage according to Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5
and our conducted profiling. This longer route is most suitable for acute diseases with high real-time
monitoring requirements such as those seen in ischemic stroke patients. In contrast, while the trans-
port duration is shorter in the route highlighted in Figure 6.1 (Bottom), the communication coverage
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bears much lower fidelity, some parts with no coverage, which makes it most suitable for transport of
patients with hemorrhagic stroke. Overall, a continuous and high-fidelity communication coverage gets
crucial depending on type of illness and therefore, how critical remote monitoring is. This requires the
ambulance to adaptively select best transport route in response to changes in patients’ physiological
states and communication coverage conditions.
7.2 Methodology
In this chapter we define our problem, and explain our methodology and algorithms in regards to our
proposed physiology-aware ambulance routing.
7.2.1 Problem Definition
For continuous monitoring of patient when an ambulance is en route, an important feature is reliable
high-speed communication coverage along transport routes. The design of our physiology-aware route
scheduler is centered around communication coverage along transport routes to assist ambulances pick
the best possible route when communication is needed for real-time remote monitoring of patients. The
selection of a shorter route with low-fidelity communication coverage versus a longer route with better
coverage and thus, better remote monitoring and assistance is what we call a communication-aware
shortest path problem.
Our route selection problem is generally considered a resource-constrained shortest path in the sense
that it seeks a shortest and fastest path in a directed graph with pre-defined edge lengths from an origin
node to a destination node, but with regards to resource limitations. The edge lengths are associated
with ambulance travel duration, and the route selection is subject to one or more constraints. To
illustrate the concept of resource constraints better, a constraint can be that the total amount of some
data that has to be collected at the nodes along the paths be less than a given limit. In a similar way,
in our communication-aware shortest path problem, an ambulance needs to pick a path of minimum
length from any given origin node s to a given destination t to certain constraints. For an ambulance
en route from a rural hospital to a city hospital, we define a set of requirements for a path constraints
as follows:
• Req. 1: The total length of communication unavailability and breakage in a path must not
exceed a specific duration constraint D1.
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• Req. 2: the total length of continuous communication unavailability and breakage in a path
must not exceed a specific duration constraint D2.
Our communication-aware shortest path problem therefore seeks a trade-off between the shortest
and fastest transport time and satisfaction of communication constraints as mentioned above. Similar
to multi-criteria decision problems, shortest path problems with resource constraints are NP-hard in
the strong sense. However, efficient approximation algorithms can be utilized, so this approach is
computationally feasible.
The standard approach to solve shortest path problems with resource constraints is based on dy-
namic programming. Our communication-aware shortest path problem however, differs from the known
resource-constraints shortest path problems. By definition, a resource is constrained if there is at least
one node in the graph where the resource must not take all possible values. However, our problem
modeling has multiple variations and unique features as we describe in the following:
1. Edge-constrained shortest-path problem: In our context, the notion of resource is not applied to
the node, but is rather applied to the edges. This variation complicates the problem and makes it
non-deterministic as the window of resources or the set of allowed values for the resource is defined
at each traversed edge. This implies that a prior insight of the future to-be-chosen edge is needed
before selecting an edge. Therefore, if edge (i, j) from node i to node j is chosen, then selecting
the next edge (j, k) from node j to node k is considered valid only if the whole resulting path
from node i to node k is valid and falls within the communication requirements. In other words,
assuming Fn(i, j) to be a function returning the optimum route from a given node i to j, then
in our context, Fn(i, j) 6= Fn(i, j − 1) +Fn(j − 1, j), which differs from a dynamic programming
approach.
2. Partial communication on edges: In our context, communication coverage can exist partially on
a route or an edge. This also complicates our problem since multiple values are associated with
a single route as opposed to a single value for an individual route. Figure 7.1 (left) illustrates an
example road network planar graph, with routes having a weight label representing the transport
duration as well a binary label representing the communication coverage that can cover parts of a
route. A green coverage symbol represents availability of coverage whereas a red symbol showing
lack of coverage on a part of an edge. For instance, in Figure 7.1 (left), edge eAC partially carries
two communication coverage labels, with a portion with communication coverage and the rest
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with lack of communication coverage.
3. Mutually adaptive route scheduling: Our problem modeling is more complex due to the adaptation
nature of the routing algorithm. The algorithm must be adaptive in the sense that once a node
is reached, the pre-determined optimum path can be modified depending on current conditions.
This makes the routing algorithm interactive and mutually adaptive with physicians at the remote
center hospital.
4. Trade-offs in satisfaction of requirements: Due to the trade-off nature of our problem modeling,
satisfaction of requirements must be relative to the transport duration. In other words, satisfying
a specific requirement, for instance Req. 1, must not enforce the algorithm to select an extended
route with a long duration. For that purpose, we devise an objective function as a metric to weigh
alternative paths for the purpose of optimization. In the graph represented in Figure 7.1, there
are three alternative paths from D to F . While there is communication breakage in parts of paths
(D → C → F ) and (D → F ), they are shorter than the third alternative path (D → G → F )
which has full communication coverage. Therefore, our objective function must provide a metric
to weigh these three paths differently.
7.2.2 Proposed Solution
The underlying system of transport routes is characterized by a weighted directed graph G = (T , E)
representing a graph of |T | nodes and |E| links between them. Thus, each vertex τi ∈ T represents an
intersection, and each edge eij = (τi, τj) ∈ E represents a possible route between a pair of vertices, τi
and τj . Due to the fact that communication coverage might exist for parts of an edge, we use labels
to store information on the communication coverage for partial paths. Aside from having the length
of an edge, a label considers the level of communication coverage along that edge, which maps the
set of all possible values of communication bandwidth to a set of limited integer values defined as a
resource. In this initial work, we start with a binary label for communication, specifying the availability
of communication coverage.
In our generalized route selection setup, each edge eij is associated with a weight wi representing
the length or duration of transport time, and multiple labels each denoted as a binary flag vi ∈ {0, 1}
representing existence or lack of communication coverage. The values of wi and vi are known in advance
based on profiled communication traces. The problem of selecting the optimal set of upcoming route
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in order to select the most proper shortest path based on communication needs can be formulated as
an optimization problem. The goal is to minimize a cost function derived by transport duration as well
the sets of requirements as defined previously through selectively choosing a particular subset of routes,
S ⊆ E, under which the total cost is minimized.
First, to accommodate the partial communication coverage on edges with possibility of edges having
multiple communication labels, we transform G into the planar graph G′ through an edge partitioning
process. All multi-labeled edges are partitioned into multiple independent edges, each with a single
communication label, through inserting additional nodes between each pair of edge segments.
Figure 7.1 (right) shows the transformed graph of the example planar graph model shown in Figure
7.1 (left), with added vertices and extra edges, with each edge associated with a single coverage label.
It illustrates how the edge eDF with weight w6 and two communication labels is segmented into two
distinct edges, eDK with weight w6
′ and eKF with weight W6′′, each carrying separate communication
labels. The new added nodes are highlighted in green.
Next, to keep the number of candidate paths as small as possible, we perform a graph simplification
approach. To achieve that, we iterate through all edges eij ∈ E and remove edges violating Req. 2.
Due to the criticality of this requirement, Req. 2 is checked as a satisfaction rule to filter candidate
paths.
In the next step, an objective function is defined as a metric to weigh various alternative paths.
Our objective function seeks trade-offs between a path which is long, but with less connectivity, and
a shorter, but more secure connectivity. Therefore, we define our objective function as a weighted
function of both the total length and total communication coverage. In this pilot study, we start from
the simplest function, and define the objective function f(p) for a given path p as the sum of the total
length of the path and the total length of breakage multiplied by a specific co-efficient, represented as:
f(p) =
(∑
W(i,j) + α.
∑
W(m,n)
)
(7.1)
s.t. V(m,n) = 1, (i, j), (m,n) ∈ p. (7.2)
α a disease-specific coefficient given by physicians which determines how critical continuous remote
monitoring is for a specific illness at any given time.
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7.2.3 Algorithms
Our proposed solution involves finding candidate shortest paths between a designated pair of nodes in
a given directed weighted graph. For that purpose, use Eppstein’s K-shortest path algorithm [60] to
find k number of shortest paths as it represents all possible deviations from the shortest path. The
core of the proposed approach is to use the K-shortest path algorithm to shortlist candidate paths, and
apply the objective function as a metric to select most suitable path. If no candidate paths are found
given the requirements, the algorithm is repeated with higher threshold values until a path is returned.
Overall, our proposed algorithm is consisted of five major phases, as follows:
• Phase 1. Graph transformation phase. Transform the initial multi-labeled graph G into a singly-
labeled graph G′ through the edge partitioning process as described previously and depicted in
Figure 7.1.
• Phase 2. Graph simplification phase. The transformed graph G′ is then simplified, and trans-
formed into graph G′′ through ignoring edges violating Req. 2.
• Phase 3. K-shortest paths candidates. Run our K-shortest path algorithm, and modify the
Eppstein’s K-shortest path algorithm to retrieve each shortest path one-by-one, and verify the
path against Req. 1 and Req. 2 until we get k distinct shortest paths from the designated source
to the destination node. Finally the total lengths of each path is calculated and stored.
– If no path is found, increment D1 by a coefficient d with an upper bound D
′, so that
D1 = d.D1 s.t. D1 ≤ D′. Repeat until k paths are found.
– If no path is found, the problem can not be solved. The EMT must communicate with the
physicians for an acceptable solution. This can be following the best effort such as shortest
path.
• Phase 4. Repeat phase 2 for h discrete values of D1i ∈ [β1.D1, β2.D1] : 1 ≤ i ≤ h and construct
a 2-dimensional array, with each row representing an array of the resulting k-shortest paths for a
given D1i : 1 ≤ i ≤ h.
– Note that this algorithm retrieves k paths not violate Req. 2.
• Phase 5. Lastly, apply our objective function in Equation 7.1 against each individual path in the
constructed 2-dimensional array and calculate the values. Select the path resulting in the lowest
cost as the optimal path.
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Figure 7.2: A sample of our profiled communication from Hoopeston rural hospital to Carle center hospital.
It should be noted that the values of k, d, β1 and β2 are defined by the physicians and can be adjusted
based on the criticality of a disease as well as the complexity of a given planar graph.
7.3 Evaluation
To validate our study in real world and to facilitate a logical interpretation of the problem to be
analyzed, we conducted communication coverage and bandwidth profiling in a large region of hospital
health system in Illinois. We took a scenario where a patient is transferred from a rural hospital to a
regional center hospital via a high-speed ambulance, and profiled the two major routes in Figure 6.1
in Chapter 6, from Hoopeston’s rural hospital to Carle Foundation Hospital in Urabana as proof of
concept. To profile the available bandwidth, we developed a mobile bandwidth profiler application in
collaboration with Carle Ambulance Service, and collected communication bandwidth traces under 4
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Figure 7.3: Scalability analysis of proposed algorithm in terms of execution time.
major US cellular networks.
Figure 7.2 demonstrate only a small subset of our profiled data under Sprint cellular network. Fig-
ure 7.2 (Left) shows the downlink bandwidth for the longer route shown in Figure 6.1 (Top), whereas
Figure 7.2 (Right) shows the bandwidth traces for the shorter route shown in Figure 6.1 (Bottom).
The vertical axis shows the available bandwidth while the horizontal axis shows the timestamp with
each point of data accounting for the four seconds of sampling period. As can be witnessed, interest-
ingly while the route shown in Figure 6.1 (Bottom) is shorter with less transport duration (almost 35
minutes), it involves more vigorous communication breakage, making it more suitable for emergency
scenarios where transport duration is of higher criticality than the remote monitoring. On the contrary,
the longer route shown in Figure 6.1 (Top) (almost 47 minutes) shows a more reliable and more con-
tinuous communication coverage in spite of longer transport duration, which makes it more suitable for
emergency ambulance transports where remote monitoring becomes more critical.
We evaluated the execution time of our algorithm, and conducted preliminary computational ex-
periments to analyze the average-case performance and scalability of the algorithm. Our experimental
platform was a HP Z230 SFF Intel Xeon E3-1240 machine with 3.4 GHz quad-core processors, 8 MByte
Cache and 8,192 MByte physical memory running Java 1.8.0.121. We randomly generated a large-scale
planar directed weighted graph representing a road network, with around 12,000 nodes and 30,000
edges with non-integer weights. We generated random source and destination nodes, and repeated each
experiment 10 times and calculated the average execution times.
Figure 7.3 shows a subset of our experimental evaluation. It illustrates the average execution times
for different sizes of k (i.e. number of shortest paths analyzed), varying from 1 to 10,000, with d and βs
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set to 1 for the purpose of scalability analysis. This means the biggest problem solved was analyzing
the top 10,000 shortest path. The curve line shows the polynomial trend-line for the execution time,
indicating that with a probability of higher than 0.93, the function y = 0.0112x2 − 0.0658x + 0.184
can generalize the overall trend and estimate future data points. The results illustrate the efficiency of
our proposed algorithm at scale, and verifies its suitability for the real-time requirements of large-scale
route scheduling. We will comprehensively present all our evaluation results and profiled traces in future
studies.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a physiology-aware route scheduling algorithm for emergency ambulance
transport of patients with acute diseases in need of continuous remote monitoring. We study the trade-
offs between route scheduling and the quality of wireless communications in the context of disease
awareness and investigate it through an NP-Hard optimization problem. We design our algorithms,
validate them conceptually using our real-world profiled data, and run preliminary experiments to
evaluate the runtime performance and scalability. We believe that our techniques can enable next-
generation ambulance dispatch centers in emergency patient transfer scenarios when continuous network
coverage is critically needed, which can help drop morbidity and mortality rates with early diagnosis
and effective treatment.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
For emergency medical cyber-physical systems, enhancing the safety and effectiveness of patient care
in remote rural areas, is crucial. While the doctor to patient ratio in the United States is 30 to 10,000
in large metropolitan areas, it is only 5 to 10,000 in most rural areas; and the highest death rates are
often found in the most rural counties.
Use of telecommunication technologies can enhance effectiveness and safety of emergency ambulance
transport of patients from rural areas to a regional center hospital. It enables remote monitoring of
patients by the physicians at the center hospital and provides vital assistance to the EMT to associate
best treatments. However, the communication along the roads in rural areas can range from 4G to 2G
to low speed satellite links, with some parts suffering from communication breakage. This unreliable
and limited communication bandwidth together with the produced mass of clinical data and the many
information exchanges pose a major challenge in real-time supervision of patients.
In this study, we propose a novel adaptive physiology-aware communication framework for dis-
tributed emergency care from a rural hospital to the transporting ambulance to the tertiary center
hospital. We study the semantics relation of communication with clinical messages, criticality of clinical
data, and an ambulance’s undertaken route all in a disease-aware manner. Our proposed communication
framework is aimed to enhance remote monitoring of acute patients during ambulance transport from
a rural hospital to a regional center hospital. We evaluate the components of our framework through
various experimentation phases including simulation, instrumentation, real-world profiling, and valida-
tion.
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Chapter 9
Future Plans
Overall, we believe that our study will make advances in networked cyber-physical system engineering
and medical cyber-physical systems and services. Aside from the more in-depth technical future work
described in each chapter, we plan to expand the recognition and extend the features of our proposed
system from two major perspectives.
From a research perspective, we plan to open up a novel avenue of multi-disciplinary research through
a conference track or a workshop covering “distributed emergency care”, intersecting with advanced
topics in mobile networks, distributed cyber-physical systems, and healthcare and medical services.
The new track will further call for research exploring how to advance our proposed system through
integrating emerging network technologies, including: a) 5G mobile networks and its proposed Multi-
access Edge Computing (MEC) features to better provide a differentiated QoS for healthcare services, to
scale the network, and to reduce latency, b) Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) to further decrease the transmission latency of clinical data, and c) Information
Centric Networks (ICN) to better assist with content-centric delivery of medical data.
From medical consumer and end-user perspective, we plan to clinically validate our studies in real
hospital settings, aiming to integrate the output of our study into next-generation ambulances and
emergency medical services to convey enhanced emergency healthcare and tele-medicine services via
intelligent disease-specific emergency care. A specific plan is to clinically validate our system in a long
run in collaboration with Carle Foundation Hospital for central and southern Illinois with 1.2 million
people, and to showcase that we can in fact decrease the mortality rate of stroke acute disease (or any
other difficult emergency situation) given its 3-hour window.
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